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Abstract 
School systems function in a way determining that all students are expected to perform at 
a certain level based on the grade that they are in.  Academic tasks involve many executive skills 
to be used at any given time, making it sometimes difficult to differentiate between specific 
executive strengths and weaknesses.  Understanding a student’s challenges with executive 
control can lead to an understanding of places where additional help and support could be 
beneficial. The purpose of the present study is to examine gender differences in children’s and 
adolescents’ executive capacities, based on teachers’ ratings collected during the standardization 
of the MEFS-TR.  The data used in this study were the teacher ratings of female and male 
students in the standardization sample that were used to create the MEFS-TR norm tables (n = 
1,000).  Teacher ratings reflected teacher perceptions of the frequency and effectiveness of 
students’ performances of behaviors that reflected the degree of use or disuse of executive 
capacities. This study compared the pattern of executive function deficits (EFDs) and executive 
skill deficits (ESDs) between males and females. Analyses examined teacher responses to all of 
the items of the 7 Self-Regulation Clusters and all of the items of the Self-Realization and Self-
Determination Clusters of the MEFS. Results provide evidence that executive capacities differ 
among items within all 7 self-regulation clusters do indicate statistically significant differences in 
teacher ratings of male and female students, wherein male students were rated as exhibiting more 
executive function deficits and more executive skill deficits than female students.  Additionally, 
even for items where differences were not statistically significant, larger percentages of male 
students were rated more frequently by teachers as having EFDs or ESDs than female students. 
Keywords: executive capacities, gender, MEFS 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Localized within neural networks routed through the brain’s frontal lobes, executive 
functions are integral to the direction of how human beings perceive, feel, think, and act.  As 
such, executive functions play a critical role in academic performance and behavioral regulation.  
McCloskey et al. (2009) describe the concept of executive functions as an overarching 
neuropsychological construct representing the mental capacities used to direct, cue, coordinate, 
and integrate multiple aspects of perception, emotion, cognition, and action.  
Jurado & Roselli (2007) have pointed out that executive functions is a concept that lacks 
widely accepted definition.  Over the years, executive functions have been defined in many 
different ways.  An early definition of executive functions was offered by Neisser (1967), as the 
orchestration of basic cognitive processes required for goal-oriented behavior. Baddeley and 
Hitch (1974) compared EFs to a “central executive” or coordinator of higher level information 
processing. Some others have utilized overly simplistic definitions of EFs, creating metaphors 
such as being the brain’s “CEO” or the brain’s “control center”, or as the conductor of an 
orchestra when talking about the directive capacities of the human brain (Goldberg, 2001; Salus, 
2003; Wasserstein & Lynn, 2001).  
The research community began to move away from the singular trait definitions and more 
toward the idea of being multiple in nature (McCloskey et al., 2009). This was consistent with 
the views of Stuss and Alexander (2000), who define EFs as a set of distinct processes that relate 
to different regions of the frontal lobe. This rejects the idea of an explicit central supervisory 
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system existing, but rather the “central supervisory system is the sum of the processes recruited 
at any moment for any task” (Stuss & Alexander, 2000, 9. 296). Meltzer (2007) described EFs as 
an umbrella term for a set of complex cognitive processes involved in the regulation of goal-
directed behaviors, and Banich (2009) viewed EFs as a set of abilities necessary to guide 
behavior successfully toward accomplishing a goal in novel situations. Lezak (1995) viewed EFs 
separately, but defined them as interrelated capacities that aid in the successful execution of 
independent, purposeful, and goal-directed actions. Berninger & Richards (2002) defined EFs as 
mental capacities that play a role in self-regulation of the components within each of the levels of 
language, including listening, speaking, reading, and writing.  
Barkley (1997) created a model based on the idea that the EF of inhibition was the key 
component to effective self-regulation. He defined EF as being similar, if not identical, to self-
regulation and specified that EFs are a specific type of action one directs at him or herself for 
purposes of self-regulation. He described both EFs and self-regulation as being goal-directed, 
future-oriented, and sustaining actions over time to achieve one’s goals (Barkley, 2012).  
 Brown (2006) also defined EFs in terms of self-regulation, specifically by developing a 
model that divides EFs into six different “clusters” that encompass multiple cognitive functions 
necessary for effectively self-regulating daily tasks. The authors of the Behavior Rating 
Inventory of Executive Functions, (BRIEF; Gioia, Isquith, Guy, & Kenworthy, 2000) define 
executive functions as “an umbrella term encompassing distinct, but interrelated, abilities that 
contribute to management of goal directed behaviors inhibiting, shifting, regulating emotions, 
initiating, planning, organization, and monitoring while holding goals in working memory” (p. 
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1). Dawson & Guare (2010) define executive skills as cognitive processes that are essential in 
regulating one’s behavior, making decisions, and setting and accomplishing various goals.  
McCloskey et al, (2009a) describe EFs as “a set of directive capacities that are 
responsible for a person’s ability to engage in purposeful, self-regulated, self-aware, goal-
directed processing of perceptions, emotions, thoughts, and actions” (p. 15). In a more explicit 
metaphor than previously discussed, McCloskey (2016) refers to EFs as representing the 
management structure of a multinational mind corporation. This metaphor acknowledges the 
multidimensional nature of EFs and recognizes that there are multiple levels of executive control.  
 Although many different definitions of executive functions have been utilized to guide 
research and clinical practice, the Holarchical Model of Executive Control HMEC) is the only 
conceptualization that is based on a comprehensive theory of executive capacities (McCloskey et 
al., 2009; McCloskey & Perkins, 2012; McCloskey et al., 2014; McCloskey, 2016). The 
Holarchical Model of Executive Control (HMEC) enables a greater in-depth conceptual 
understanding of what specifically is encompassed by the terms executive functions, executive 
skills, and executive capacities.  McCloskey (2016) has described the organization of this model 
as less like a single chief executive officer directing all aspects of a business entity, and more 
like the multiple levels of a management system responsible for the supervision of workers in the 
various departments of a complex organization.  The model includes four tiers of executive 
control or levels of mental management identified as Self-Regulation, Self-Realization/Self-
Determination, Self-Generation, and Trans-Self Integration  
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Consistent with the analogy of the management structure of a large multinational 
corporation, the first level of management, referred to as the Self-Regulation tier, is composed of 
the managers that supervise the workers in a more direct manner.  As with most large 
corporations with many offices all over the world, this tier of management requires one or more 
managers at each site.  Unlike other definitions of executive functions, the HMEC identifies two 
different types of first-line managers within the Self-Regulation tier – the executive function 
managers and the executive skill managers.   For each self-regulation executive capacity, the 
executive function manager cues the awareness for the need for direction, and the executive skill 
manager directs and coordinates the activation of the other parts of the neural network (the 
workers) needed for effective perception, feeling, thought, or action. For example, in the case of 
the self-regulation capacity of planning, the executive function manager becomes aware of 
conditions that make it necessary to make a plan and sends this message to the executive skills 
manager.  The executive skills manager then activates the parts of the brain needed to make a 
plan.  Essentially, the executive function manager’s job is to know when to engage executive 
control and the executive skill manager’s job is to know how to engage executive control for the 
desired outcome.   
At the Self-Regulation level of executive control, the HMEC specifies thirty-three 
separate executive capacities, with an executive function and an executive skill manager 
assigned to each.  These 33 executive capacities are grouped within seven self-regulation 
divisions referred to as executive capacity clusters.   
The seven clusters include Attention, Engagement, Optimization, Efficiency, Memory, 
Inquiry, and Solution.  The executive capacities within the Attention Cluster include perceive, 
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focus, and sustain.  The executive capacities within the Engagement Cluster include initiate, 
energize, inhibit, stop, pause, flexible and shift.  The executive capacities within the 
Optimization Cluster include monitor, modulate, correct, and balance.  The executive capacities 
within the Efficiency Cluster include sense time, pace, use routines, and sequence.  The Memory 
Cluster executive capacities include hold, manipulate, store, and retrieve.  The Inquiry Cluster 
executive capacities include gauge, anticipate, estimate time, analyze, and evaluate.  Finally, the 
Solution Cluster executive capacities include generate, associate, organize, plan, prioritize, and 
decide.   
Consistent with the analogy of a management structure of a large corporation, there are 
levels of managers that do not directly supervise the workers, but rather supervise other 
supervisors.  In the HMEC model, the next level of management, the one that directly manages 
the self-regulation managers, is the Self-Realization/Self Determination tier.   
Within the HMEC, Self-Realization encompasses three facets of management:  
Awareness of Self, Awareness of Others, and awareness of the capacity for Self-Analysis.  When 
functioning competently, Self-Realization managers work together to provide a more global level 
of awareness of conditions and offer guidance to the executive function managers who then 
handle the details of what should be perceived, felt, thought or done and when it should be 
perceived, felt, thought, or done.  For example, in a social gathering, a level of awareness of the 
need to be sensitive to the feelings and situations of others cues the Monitor executive function 
manager to attend more carefully to the language that is being used in conversation in order to 
signal what to say and when to say it. 
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Within the HMEC, Self-Determination encompasses two facets of management:  Goal-
Setting and Long-Term Planning.  When functioning competently, Self-Determination managers 
work together to identify goals and overarching plans that can be followed to delay gratification 
and cue the needed self-regulation managers to perceive, feel, think, and act in certain ways for 
as long as necessary to ensure achievement of the desired goal. 
The final two tiers of executive control involve Self-Generation and Trans-Self 
Integration.  Self-Generation encompasses three facets of management that relate to taking a 
moral and ethical stance that oversees and informs Self-Realization and Self-Direction.  The 
three facets of Self-Generative executive control recently delineated within the HMEC are 
Intention, Discernment, and Compassion (McCloskey, 2018).  When functioning competently, 
Self-Generation managers work together to evaluate whether or not moral and ethical principles 
are being applied adequately when establishing self-determined goals or when reflecting on 
situations involving the self and/or others.  Trans-Self Integration involves the role of the CEO 
and sets the overall vision for the mind corporation.  This level of management addresses the 
metaphysical issue of exactly where the CEO resides – within the brain or external to it. 
The major benefit of the HMEC is that it provides a theoretical structure for testing 
hypotheses about executive control and for guiding assessment and intervention efforts when 
difficulties appear to be related to a lack of executive control. 
Executive capacities are important in everyday life, but especially important within the 
academic setting. Executive functions are positively correlated with measures of student 
achievement across childhood and adolescence (Best, Miller, & Naglieri, 2001; Blair & Razza, 
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2007; Sikora, Haley, Edwards, & Butler, 2002; Skolnik, 2016; Waber, Gerber, Turcios, Wagner, 
& Forbes, 2006).  Without the effective use of executive capacities, students can have much 
difficulty finding success in school and work environments. 
Executive capacities are required for effective production based on what has been 
learned.  For example, it is not enough to have learned and stored information; a student needs to 
direct the retrieval of that stored knowledge effectively when taking a test. Additionally, 
although a student may have learned a great deal about a subject, he or she may not be able to 
complete a long-term project involving application of that knowledge.  Such difficulties often are 
due to deficits in one or more self-regulation executive functions and/or executive skills.   
School systems function in a way determining that all students are expected to perform at 
a certain level based on the grade that they are in. Academic tasks involve many executive skills 
to be used at any given time, making it sometimes difficult to differentiate between specific 
executive strengths and weaknesses. At times, teachers and parents may attribute executive 
deficits to character traits, such as laziness or lack of motivation (McCloskey, et al., 2012). 
Understanding a student’s challenges with executive control can lead to an understanding of 
places where additional help and support could be beneficial. Overall, a goal of educators and/or 
parents should be to help with the development of executive functions and executive skills 
accessible to any child who has been identified as having a need. 
Statement of the Problem 
In line with the HMEC, McCloskey (2016) developed the McCloskey Executive 
Functions Scale (MEFS). The first component of the MEFS, the Teacher Rating Form (MEFS-
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TR) has been standardized and is currently available for use in research and clinical settings as a 
norm-referenced measure of executive control.  The MEFS-TR assesses teachers’ perceptions 
about students’ use of multiple executive capacities. The MEFS identifies strengths and deficits 
for multiple executive capacities. The scale organizes thirty-one Self-Regulation Executive 
Functions (SREFs) across two Arenas of Involvement (Academic and Self/Social). The MEFs 
assesses SREFs within different contexts or Arenas of Involvement. The Academic Arena 
incorporates the Symbol System Arena and the Environment Arena, and encompasses the use of 
self-regulation executive capacities to cue and direct efficient and effective production when 
engaged with school tasks, including participation in classroom instruction, completion of in-
class projects and assignments, and test-taking as well as other forms of scholastic assessment. 
The Self/Social Arena incorporates aspects of the Intrapersonal Arena and Interpersonal Arena, 
and encompasses the use of self-regulation executive capacities to cue and direct appropriate and 
effective self-management, and management of self in relation to interactions with others. Within 
the Arenas, there are seven clusters that include Attention, Engagement, Optimization, 
Efficiency, Memory, Inquiry, and Solution. In addition to the seven clusters, there are two 
higher-level executive capacities that influence Self-Regulation Executive Functions. They are 
the Self-Realization and Self-Determination Executive Functions. The three facets of Self-
Realization include Awareness of Self, Awareness of Others, and Self-Analysis. The two facets 
of Self-Determination include Goal-Setting and Long-Term Planning. The MEFS’ rating system 
for the Self-Realization and Self-Determination items are based on the frequency with which 
behaviors associated with these Executive Functions are observed by the rater. Because they are 
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considered higher-level, they are likely to be observed, at least sometimes, in children age ten 
and older and with greater frequency in children ages fourteen and older.  
Although research has focused increasingly on children’s executive functions, a paucity 
of research has been done to understand gender differences in executive functions.  Brain 
differences between males and females have been noted as early as the time in the womb; 
however, limited research has been conducted on the differences in the executive capacities of 
males and females throughout their development in general and, in particular, the differences in 
executive capacities between males and females during childhood and adolescence (Eliot, 2009).  
Given the critical role that executive control plays in academic and career success as well 
as in maintaining meaningful personal relationships, it is important to have a deeper 
understanding of how the various aspects of executive control develop in human brains and the 
ways in which this development may be the same or different for females and males. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the present study is to examine gender differences in children’s and 
adolescents’ executive capacities, based on teachers’ ratings collected during the standardization 
of the MEFS-TR.  A study conducted by Skolnick (2016) examined archival data collected as 
part of the standardization of the MEFS scale.  Skolnik examined age differences in executive 
function capacities and differences in academic achievement levels related to those executive 
function capacities.  Skolnik found that executive functions differ significantly among different 
age groups of students and among students of varying levels of academic competence.  Teachers’ 
ratings of executive functions, overall, were highest for the oldest students and lowest for the 
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youngest students.  Teachers’ ratings of students’ executive functions were highest for students 
with above average academic competence; varied for those with average academic competence 
and were lowest for students with below average academic competence.  Although these findings 
have important implications for understanding and assisting students with academic difficulties, 
Skolnik did not analyze gender differences in that study.   
The present study utilizes the same archival data set from the MEFS standardization to 
examine gender differences beyond those reported in the MEFS Professional Manual by 
analyzing teacher ratings of the individual items of each Self-Regulation Cluster and each facet 
of Self-Realization and Self-Determination.  The present study aims to analyze teachers’ ratings 
of the individual items of the MEFS scale with regard to gender differences.  Specifically, do 
individual items of the MEFS differentially discriminate between males and females?  That is, 
are specific measurement items more sensitive to gender differences than other items? 
If particular items of the MEFS discriminate significantly between males and females, 
this may further the theoretical understanding about gender differences in executive control and 
improve the measurement of executive capacities.  In addition, the analysis of gender differences 
may further the understanding regarding the greater prominence of disabilities found in school-
aged males versus females; contribute to the design of more effective instructional strategies that 
address gender specific strengths and weaknesses, and focus future research on the gender 
differences in executive control that have been identified. 
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Summary 
 
The literature review that follows will attempt to provide greater understanding of the complex 
concept of executive functions by examining multiple definitions and models of EFs, with 
special emphasis on McCloskey’s Holarchical Model (HMEC). The literature related to current 
state of the art in EF assessment will be reviewed as well, focusing specifically on the 
McCloskey Executive Functions Scale (MEFS). Research will be reviewed on individual 
differences in the areas of disability, ethnicity, age, academic achievement, and ultimately, 
gender.  By doing so, this study will bring further clarification to the knowledge base pertaining 
to gender differences and executive capabilities. Limitations in the current understanding of 
gender differences in executive capabilities and assessment will be highlighted. Last, the aims of 
this study and the specific research problems to be addressed will be presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
 
Executive Functions Defined 
Jurado & Roselli (2007) have pointed out that executive functions (EFs) is a concept that 
lacks widely accepted definition.  Over the years, executive functions have been defined in many 
different ways.  An early definition of executive functions was offered by Neisser (1967) as the 
orchestration of basic cognitive processes required for goal-oriented behavior. Baddeley and 
Hitch (1974) compared EFs to a “central executive” or coordinator of higher level information 
processing. Some have utilized overly simplified definitions of EFs, creating metaphors such as 
being the brain’s “CEO” or the brain’s “control center”, or as the conductor of an orchestra when 
talking about the directive capacities of the human brain (Goldberg, 2001; Salus, 2003; 
Wasserstein & Lynn, 2001).  
Recent descriptions of EFs have moved away from the singular trait definitions and more 
closely toward a multidimensional perspective (McCloskey et al., 2009a). Much of the current 
thinking about EFs is more consistent with the views of Stuss and Alexander (2000), who define 
EFs as a set of distinct processes that relate to different regions of the frontal lobe. This rejects 
the idea of an explicit central supervisory center existing, but rather the “central supervisory 
system is the sum of the processes recruited at any moment for any task” (Stuss & Alexander, 
2000, 9. 296). Meltzer (2007) described EFs as an umbrella term for a set of complex cognitive 
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processes involved in the regulation of goal-directed behaviors. Banich (2009) viewed EFs as a 
set of abilities necessary to guide behavior successfully toward accomplishing a goal in novel 
situations. Lezak (1995) viewed EFs separately, but defined them as interrelated capacities that 
aid in the successful execution of independent, purposeful, and goal-directed actions. Berninger 
& Richards (2002) defined EFs as mental capacities that play a role in self-regulation of the 
components within each of the levels of language, including listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing and in performing mathematical calculations and problem solving.  
Barkley (1997b) created a model based on the idea that the EF of inhibition was the key 
component to effective self-regulation. He defined EF as being similar if not identical, to self-
regulation and specified that EFs are a specific type of action one directs at him or herself for 
purposes of self-regulation. He described both EFs and self-regulation as being goal-directed, 
future-oriented, and sustaining actions over time to achieve one’s goals (Barkley, 2012).  
 Brown (2006) also defined EFs in terms of self-regulation, specifically, by developing a 
model that divides EFs into six different “clusters” that encompass multiple cognitive functions 
necessary for effectively self-regulating daily tasks. The authors of the Behavior Rating 
Inventory of Executive Functions, (BRIEF; Gioia, Isquith, Guy, & Kenworthy, 2000) define 
executive functions as “an umbrella term encompassing distinct, but interrelated, abilities that 
contribute to management of goal directed behaviors inhibiting, shifting, regulating emotions, 
initiating, planning, organization, and monitoring while holding goals in working memory” (p. 
1). Dawson & Guare (2010) define executive skills as cognitive processes that are essential in 
regulating our behavior, making decisions, and setting and accomplishing various goals.  
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McCloskey et al., (2009a) describes EFs as “a set of directive capacities that are 
responsible for a person’s ability to engage in purposeful, self-regulated, self-aware, goal-
directed processing of perceptions, emotions, thoughts, and actions” (p. 15). In a more explicit 
metaphor than previously discussed, McCloskey (2016) refers to EFs as representing the 
management structure of a multinational mind corporation. This metaphor acknowledges the 
multidimensional nature of EFs and recognizes that there are multiple levels of executive control. 
The metaphor is meant to avoid oversimplification and maintain greater consistency with current 
conceptions of executive control processes (McCloskey, 2016). The metaphor can be defined 
more clearly in the following: 
“1. There is likely to be a CEO with an overall vision of the corporation’s future and 
knowledge of the corporation’s past. 
2. The CEO is not fully aware of all that is happening day-to-day at all of the other levels 
of management below it. 
3. Each successive level of management below the CEO also is not aware of all aspects 
of management at other levels above and below it. 
4. Most levels of management are responsible only for managing other levels of 
management (i.e., directing other directors). 
5. Only the lowest level of management interacts on a day-to-day basis with the workers 
who function in a way that expresses the nature of the services or the products of the 
corporation.” (p.12). 
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Although many different definitions of executive functions have been utilized to guide 
research and clinical practice, the Holarchical Model of Executive Control HMEC) is the only 
conceptualization that is based on a comprehensive theory of executive functions (McCloskey et 
al., 2009; McCloskey & Perkins, 2012; McCloskey et al., 2014; McCloskey, 2016). 
 
Executive Functions and Brain Function 
Earlier Research. Beginning research in executive functions developed through studying 
traumatic brain injuries. The first real case that provided evidence that the prefrontal cortex 
contains the executive functions such as the abilities to solve problems, maintain attention, and 
inhibit impulses involved a man named Phineas Gage (Medina, 2014). In 1848, Phineas Gage 
suffered the most famous occupational injury in the history of brain science when a three-food 
railroad tie went through his head and destroyed most of his prefrontal cortex. He had been 
previously described as responsible and hardworking; however, after the injury to his frontal 
lobe, he seemed to have lost control of his impulses, making rash decisions, and failing to follow 
through on goals (Coolidge & Wynn, 2001). 
Alexander Luria (1966) studied injuries involving the frontal lobe and wrote about the 
various frontal lobe mental capacities such as problem solving, intentionality, formulating goals, 
planning, sequencing, shifting, and evaluating. He strongly believed the prefrontal cortex, 
located within the frontal lobe, was a supervisory attentional system that supervised the functions 
of the occipital, temporal, and parietal lobes and controlled behavior regulation. Many other 
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researchers began to incorporate the idea of the prefrontal cortex being involved in many aspects 
of behavior and behavior disorders (Norman & Shallice, 1986; Pennington, Bennetto, McAleer, 
& Roberts, 1996; Pribram, 1973; Stuss & Benson, 1986).  
More recent research has established the idea that the frontal lobes allow for conscious 
consideration of various actions, opening up to the idea that they may have more than one 
functional unit, and moving away from viewing them as a unitary construct. The frontal lobes 
allow for the performance of numerous executive functions and skills that work together to 
achieve specific goals (Stuss, 2011; Stuss & Knight, 2013). The prefrontal cortex, which is 
broken down into the dorsolateral PFC, ventral PFC, frontal pole cortex, dorsal and medial 
prefrontal areas, anterior cingulate cortex, and orbitofrontal cortex, interacts with other areas of 
the brain as part of a feedback loop (Siddiqui et al, 2008). Each area is responsible for different 
functions and behaviors; however, further research is necessary to explore the exact functions of 
each area (Aron, 2008; Stuss & Alexander, 2000; Stuss & Knight, 2013).  
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (e.g., Brodmann’s area 9) is associated with actively 
maintaining and manipulating information, changing behavior according to task demands or 
representing past events, current goals, and future predictions, selective and sustained attention, 
and organizational and strategy skills (Yogey et al., 2008). The ventromedial prefrontal cortex is 
associated with more emotional aspects, such as emotion involved in decision making, retrieval 
of information from long-term memory, and metacognitive processes (Siddiqui et al., 2008). The 
orbitofrontal cortex (Brodmann’s areas 10, 11, 47) is associated with response inhibition, 
mnemonic functions, and delayed response, as well as reward expectation and anticipation of 
future events, and regulating social and emotional aspects of behavior (Siddiqui et al., 2008). The 
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anterior cingulate cortex is associated with affect and the ability to cope with and deal with 
uncomfortable or negative emotions (Stevens et al., 2011). Many studies have supported the 
specialized responsibilities for each of these areas; however, more research is warranted to 
explore the exact functions of each area.  
Whole Brain Perspective on Executive Functioning.  
 Researchers have proposed that the entire brain must be intact in order for one to be most 
successful with tasks involving executive control (Jurado & Rosselli, 2007). The prefrontal 
cortex relies on input and feedback from connections with various parts of the brain, including 
subcortical regions (Stuss & Benson, 1984). Damage to other regions of the brain can result in 
EF problems. Impairments in behavioral, motor, and cognitive domains have previously been 
associated with the frontal lobe, but have also been found in individuals with damage to other 
parts of the brain outside of the frontal lobe (Alvarez & Emory, 2006).  
The relevance of literature regarding whole brain, and not just frontal lobe regions, as 
being important in executive functioning is to expose that a well-functioning frontal lobe with a 
well-functioning effective supervisory system can be taught through effect intervention. This can 
serve as a way to mediate problems resulting from damage from other areas of the brain. 
McCloskey (2016) uses the analogy of teaching managers how to recruit new workers to 
accomplish the tasks that are typically assigned to the workers who are absent. 
The Holarchical Model of Executive Control 
The present study employs the Holarchical Model of Executive Control (HMEC) as 
described by McCloskey (2016).  The HMEC provides the basis for the McCloskey Executive 
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Functions Scale (MEFS), the scale that is utilized for the analysis of gender differences in 
executive control in this study.   In this model, the term executive control refers to an 
overarching neuropsychological construct that is used to represent a comprehensive set of mental 
capacities that are used by an individual to cue, direct, coordinate, and integrate multiple aspects 
of perception, emotion, cognition, and action (McCloskey & Perkins, 2012).  The model’s broad 
and comprehensive focus lends itself to a deeper understanding of the important long term 
outcomes that are becoming increasingly associated with deficits in executive functions (Moffitt 
et al 2011).  
McCloskey has likened the HMEC to the management of a complex organization with a 
multiple level management system responsible for the supervision of workers in the various 
departments of the organization.  As in a complex organization, the human mind is engaged in 
multiple levels of management and control over its own perceptions, emotions, cognitions, and 
actions.  Further, these levels range from control over simple tasks to very complex decisions 
and actions that involve moral, ethical, and even metaphysical considerations.  The HMEC 
describes four tiers of executive control or mental management identified as Self-Regulation, 
Self-Realization/Self-Determination, Self-Generation, and Trans-Self-Integration. 
The Self-Regulation tier of executive control is the most direct and involves the 
management of 31 executive capacities of the human mind organized into 7 clusters:  The names 
of the clusters are underlined.  These capacities include perceiving, focusing, and sustaining 
attention; initiating, energizing, inhibiting, stopping, pausing, being flexible, and shifting 
engagement; monitoring, modulating, correcting, and balancing for optimization; sensing time, 
pacing, using routines, and sequencing for efficiency; holding/working and storing/retrieving 
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memory; gauging, anticipating, estimating time, analyzing, and evaluating for inquiry, and 
generating, associating, organizing, planning, prioritizing, and deciding on solutions.  Within 
each of these 31 capacities, a distinction is made between awareness/cueing the need and 
directing the capacity.  The former is referred to as executive function management, and the 
latter as executive skill management.  The executive function manager embodies the awareness 
of the need for a capacity to be directed; the executive skill manager actually directs the capacity.  
For example, a person may or may not be aware of the need (executive function) to focus 
attention, and separately may or may not be able (have the developed executive skill) to focus 
attention.  In an intervention with a child, it would be important to assess the executive function 
and the executive skill of focusing because each would lead to a distinct intervention strategy. 
The Self-Regulation capacities are employed within what McCloskey identifies as Arenas 
of Involvement.  That is, for example, an individual might be aware of the need for a plan and be 
able to plan, and that plan would be employed within an arena.  McCloskey specifies four arenas 
of involvement.  They are the Intrapersonal Arena, the Interpersonal Arena, the Environmental 
Arena, and the Symbol System Arena.   
The Intrapersonal Arena refers to the individual’s use of self-regulation capacities to 
trigger awareness/cueing and directing of perceptions, feelings, thoughts, and actions in relation 
to him or herself.  Effective use of self-regulation capacities in this arena would enable the 
individual to recognize and deal with patterns of perception, emotion, thought, and action within 
him/herself that can be self-destructive or otherwise reduce the quality of life.  
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The Interpersonal Arena refers to the individual’s use of self-regulation capacities in relation to 
the perceptions, feelings, thoughts, and actions of other persons.  The effective use of self-
regulation within the Interpersonal Arena would enable the individual to interact appropriately 
with others as circumstances dictate. 
The Environmental Arena refers to the individual’s use of self-regulation capacities in 
relation to his or her surroundings.  The effective use of these capacities would enable the 
individual to carry out daily functioning in an effective manner and avoid accidents by 
anticipating the impact and consequences of one’s own actions in, and on the physical 
environment. 
The Symbol System Arena refers to the individual’s use of self-regulation capacities in 
relation to the use of information transmitted through symbol systems.  The effective use of self-
regulation capacities in this arena would enable the individual to self-regulate when reading, 
writing, speaking, quantifying, or otherwise use symbol systems in performance and learning. 
On the MEFS, the intrapersonal and interpersonal arenas are combined to form the Self/Social 
Arena.  The environment and symbol system arenas are combined to form the Academic Arena. 
The second level of the HMEC is the Self-Realization/Self-Determination tier.  The type 
of executive capacities embodied in this tier of the HMEC typically emerges to a substantial 
degree between 11 and 14 years of age and continues to develop into adulthood, although earlier 
signs of these executive capacities can be observed in very young children.  Self-Realization 
represents an overarching awareness that transcends but also includes the moment-to-moment 
awareness that is being used to self-regulate throughout the day.  Self-Realization potentially 
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enables awareness of all aspects of self-regulation, evaluates the effectiveness of self-regulation, 
and directs modifications and improvements of specific aspects of self-regulation.  Self-
realization includes awareness of the capacity for self-regulation and how to influence it; 
awareness that others can self-regulate; awareness of how one’s own self-regulation can affect 
others, and a self-reflective awareness that identifies strengths and weaknesses.  The work of the 
self-realization managers can lead to refined ideas about one’s identity and conception of self 
that take into account the self in relation to others. 
The second tier of the HMEC also includes the capacity for Self-Determination.  As with 
self-realization, self-determination involves broader and overarching capacities that reach 
beyond the day-to-day self-regulation capacities of the HMEC system.  Self-Determination 
involves the generation of personal goals for the future and the planning to accomplish these 
goals; evaluation of the adequacy of the self-regulation efforts toward or achieving these goals 
and carrying out the plans.  Self-Determination involves management of the identification of 
long term goals and the planning of strategies toward those goals.  It is within these capacities 
that the generation, maintenance, monitoring, and revision of long term goals and plans are 
balanced with short term desires and urges to reach the desired outcomes; in other words it is the 
balance between immediate and delayed gratification options.  The better developed a person’s 
self-determination capacities, the more likely the person will be able to utilize effectively his or 
her particular self-regulation functions to reach desired life outcomes.  
The final two tiers of the HMEC model are Self-Generation and Trans-Self Integration.  
Self-Generation involves moral and ethical management of personal actions.  Self-Generation 
encompasses three facets of management that relate to taking a moral and ethical stance that 
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oversees and informs Self-Realization (awareness of self) and Self-Determination (personal 
goals).  The three facets of Self-Generation executive control recently delineated by the HMEC 
are intentions, discernment, and compassion (McCloskey, 2018).  When functioning 
competently, the three facets of Self-Generation management work together to evaluate whether 
or not moral or ethical principles are being applied adequately when establishing self-determined 
goals or when reflecting on situations involving the self and / or others.  The Trans-Integration 
tier of the HMEC is most closely aligned with what the duties of the top CEO of a multi-national 
corporation would perform.  That is, the overall vision of the “mind corporation” is managed at 
this top tier of the HMEC.  This tier is also the place where metaphysical questions might be 
addressed such as where the CEO resides – -- is it within the brain or external to it? These are 
questions generally addressed by philosophy and religion / spirituality.  
 
Developmental Trajectory of EFs. 
It is clearly evident that self-regulatory and problem-solving skills are not innate and are 
behaviors that develop over time. McCloskey et al. (2009) noted that self-regulation executive 
functions develop as early as the first years of life and well into adulthood and possibly over the 
person’s entire lifetime. There is also great variation relative to chronological age, and 
individuals will naturally vary on their level of development of executive skills. The 
development of executive functions begins in the early stages during infancy, when a child 
begins to control his or her actions about where to look. Cognitive flexibility is weak through 
early childhood and children struggle to plan and organize their actions in advance because the 
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development of the executive functions is a slow progression that happens over time (Chelune & 
Baer, 1986; Levin et al., 1991; Welsh et al., 1991).  
Studies have found that as young as twelve months, children can begin to inhibit certain 
behavior and shift to a new response set (Diamond, 1985; Diamond & Doar, 1989; Diamond & 
Goldman-Rakic, 1989). Around three to four years of age, children begin to inhibit certain 
instinctive behaviors, are capable of switching between two simple response sets, and can begin 
generating new, yet usually inefficient concepts or using simple planning skills (Diamond & 
Taylor, 1996; Espy, 1997; Welsh et al., 1991). Six year olds began to show improvements in 
speed and accuracy on tasks that measure impulse control (Diamond & Taylor, 1996; Epsy, 
Kaufmann, McDiarmid, & Glisky, 1999). Between the ages of seven to nine years of age, 
children become better able to cope when switching between tasks; their planning and organizing 
skills develop more rapidly and become more efficient, and they become quicker at processing 
information (Anderson et al., 2000; Hale, 1990; Krikorian & Bartok, 1998; Welsh et al., 1991). 
Toward ten years of age, children become better able to monitor and regulate their actions as 
they learn from their mistakes and attempt to come up with alternative strategies (Anderson et 
al., 2000). They also make more gains in their speed of processing information, and have even 
been found to have an increase in impulsivity for a short period of time around the age of eleven 
(Anderson, Anderson, & Lajoie, 1996; Anderson et al., 2000; Kail, 1986). Around twelve to 
thirteen years old, children regress from their conceptual strategies in planning or organizing and 
have been seen to prefer more cautious or conservative strategies (Anderson et al., 2011). From 
fifteen on into later in life, the executive functions continue to develop and refine (Hale, 1990; 
Kail, 1986; McCloskey et al., 2009). 
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McCloskey (2016) indicated that most individuals show growth in EFs over time, which is 
variable from person to person, and that inter-individual variation is observable at all ages for all 
executive functions.  
Along the developmental trajectory listed previously, it is possible to hypothesize where boys 
or girls may have more effective executive skillsets, based on an understanding of child 
development, gender norms and stereotypes, and the process of education and schooling. 
However, one thing that is missing among all of the previous literature of the development of 
executive functions is whether or not gender differences exist. 
 
Assessment 
According to McCloskey (2009), the multidimensional nature of the use of executive 
functions necessitates a multidimensional approach to their assessment. Assessing executive 
functions involves looking at whether or not the individual has the awareness of the need to do 
something (executive function), possesses the ability to do the action (executive skill) and the 
arena(s) where that skill is taking place (where the problem occurs). In terms of the arena(s) 
affected, assessment should look at whether or not the problem occurs within the individual’s 
own head (self-awareness/intrapersonal), in social settings (interpersonal), in relationship to the 
environment or their surroundings (environmental), or is it an information processing deficit 
(symbol system). Overall, the goal is to help identify the nature of the difficulty by looking at EF 
strengths and EF weaknesses, and then to drive an intervention that will help aid an individual to 
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achieve his or her goals by engaging in his or her EF strengths and remediating his or her EF 
weaknesses. 
McCloskey (2009) stated that assessment of executive functions should focus on 
identifying the person’s problems or concerns, highlighting his or her strengths and weaknesses, 
and lead to interventions that make use of his or her strengths to address the specific problem. 
The idea of carefully observing how a person performs a task is called the process-oriented 
approach. Knowing what an individual does wrong is as important as knowing what the 
individual does right; it is important to examine the nature of the particular errors made and the 
particular context in which they were made. This emphasizes how an individual performs over 
the quantitative outcome.  
Effective executive function assessment is multidimensional in nature and addresses the 
use of EFs within all four domains of functioning (perception, cognition, action and emotion) 
and across all four arenas of involvement (McCloskey, 2013). Executive functions and executive 
skills are dissociative because an individual may have the awareness that something needs to be 
done (function) but does not have the ability to perform the action (skill), or vice versa. Arenas 
of Involvement are also dissociative, because one may function effectively in one arena yet 
function ineffectively within a different arena. Focusing assessment on only one function, skill or 
arena may not be adequate enough to capture ones’ strengths and weaknesses. Assessment 
involving the role of executive functions in cueing and direction within all four arenas is 
necessary in order to determine which arena the executive difficulties are manifesting 
(McCloskey, et al., 2009a; McCloskey et al., 2009b; McCloskey & Perkins, 2012).  
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 Conducting clinical interviews, as well as the use of additional data collection methods 
test hypotheses generated from the interviews. The process-oriented approach of observations 
can lead to enhanced hypothesis generation and confirmation, or to refutation. There are a variety 
of ways to assess executive functions that are categorized, based on whether they are direct or 
indirect in their approach and whether they involve formal or informal methods of assessment. 
The most appropriate way to assess executive functions is with a multidimensional, multimethod 
approach in mind, which involves both formal and informal techniques that can be utilized 
directly with the child and indirectly with parents, teachers and others who have a good 
understanding of the child. This combination of formal and informal methods includes direct 
observations, behavior ratings, behavior observations, clinical interviews, anecdotal records, and 
case history (McCloskey et al., 2009a; McCloskey & Perkins, 2012).  
Direct Formal Methods. McCloskey and Perkins (2012) describe the direct methods of 
executive function as gathering information through direct interactions or observations of the 
individual while he or she engages in a task that potentially involves use of executive functions. 
This approach requires direct interaction with the subject when the performance can be directly 
observed and quantitatively measured. These include individually-administered standardized 
tests such as the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (D-KEFS; Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer, 
2001), the Developmental Neuropsychological Assessment (NEPSY-II; Korkman, Kirk, & 
Kemp, 2007), the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST, Heaton, 1981), Behavioral Assessment 
of Dysexecutive Syndrome in Children (BADS-C, 2003, Emslie), and the Rey Complex Figure 
Test Shin, Park, Park, Seol, & Kwon, 2006). These are considered neuropsychological tests, 
which assess certain aspects of executive functions, and are norm-referenced to compare with 
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similar aged peers. Most can be administered as a battery of tests to provide a comprehensive 
assessment of a diverse set of executive capacities or individually administered by subtest to 
meet the specific concerns of a particular individual. 
Although these norm-referenced, standardized tests attempt to assess executive functions 
in individuals, there are limitations to what they are capable of measuring. These tests do not 
look into the multidimensional components of EFs for prolonged periods of time as real world 
situations typically do; they do not address the uses of EFs within all four domains of functioning 
and tend to address executive capacities only within the Symbol System Arena, neglecting the 
Intrapersonal, Interpersonal, and Environment Arenas (McCloskey & Perkins, 2012). McCloskey 
(2016) indicated that many aspects of executive functioning cannot be assessed directly in a one-
to-one testing situation, and therefore there is a need for input from teachers. 
Indirect Formal Methods. Indirect formal methods of assessing EFs include behavior rating 
scales that are often used in conjunction with other methods to help overcome some of the 
limitations of direct formal measures mentioned previously, and is often times the most common 
form of assessment used in school settings. The rating scales are norm-referenced and assess 
multiple domains of functioning within the four arenas of involvement across various 
perspectives (parent, teacher, self, etc.). This allows the rater to assess the executive functions in 
relation to real-world, everyday behaviors, as opposed to assessing EFs during a short period of 
assessment in a testing situation.  
The Delis Rating of Executive Functions (D-REF) is a quick measure of an individual’s 
behaviors related to executive function difficulties for ages 5-18. It assesses executive function 
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problems in a 36-item rating scale based on behavioral observations, completed by parents, 
teachers, and self-raters. The norm-referenced scores are based on three manifestations of 
executive control problems: behavioral functioning, emotional functioning, and cognitive 
functioning. Additionally, it has second level index scores that identify patterns of clinically 
relevant symptoms in the areas of Attention/Working Memory, Activity Level/Impulse Control, 
Abstract Thinking/Problem Solving, and Compliance/Anger Management (Delis, 2012). 
Although this rating scale is quick and user friendly, it may not fully address the wide range of 
executive functions that are specified in the HMEC model because it has only 36-items. The D-
REF also does not allow raters to indicate the degree at which the behavior occurs, only the 
frequency (seldom/never, monthly, weekly, or daily). It also identifies only EF weaknesses and 
not strengths, which does not allow for an easier link to interventions.  
The Comprehensive Executive Function Inventory (CEFI; Naglieri & Goldstein, 2014) is a 
comprehensive behavior rating scale for individuals, ages 5-18 that identifies not only 
weaknesses, but strengths as well. This rating scale has 100-items that parents, teachers, and self-
raters complete to identify EF strengths and weaknesses in the following areas: Attention, 
Inhibitory Control, Planning, Emotion Regulation, Initiation, Self-Monitoring, Flexibility, 
Organization, and Working Memory, as well as a Full Scale (Naglieri & Goldstein, 2014). The 
Full Scale score represents a unidimensional construct, which does not address the 
multidimensional nature of EFs. As with the D-REF, the CEFI does not allow raters to indicate 
the degree at which the behaviors occur, only the frequency. Both the CEFI and the D-REF are 
rather nonspecific in their content, and often combine EFs, arenas and domains at once 
(McCloskey & Perkins, 2012).  
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The Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function, Second Edition (BRIEF-2), is a rating 
scale that identifies EF weaknesses in individuals ages 5-18, through parent, teacher and self-
rating scales. The questionnaire includes 86-items on eight clinical scales: Inhibit, Shift, 
Emotional Control, Initiate, Working Memory, Plan/Organize, Organization of Materials, and 
Monitor (Gioia et al., 2015). The eight clinical scales are organized into three composite indices: 
Behavior Regulation Index, Metacognition Index, and Global Executive Composite.  
Limitations regarding the BRIEF-2 include the idea that it may not be measuring what it 
intends to measure (McCloskey, 2016). McCloskey (2016) indicated that the BRIEF-2 Working 
Memory Scale items assess the EFs of Focus and Sustain instead of the holding and 
manipulating involved in working memory.  The BRIEF Inhibit Scale includes items that assess 
the EFs of Modulate and Stop as well. Furthermore, the Plan/Organize Scale has only one item 
that assesses Plan and one item that assess Organize. The placement of items on incorrect clinical 
scales, as well as the lack of discrimination between scales, could be problematic when 
attempting to identify which aspects of EFs need intervention. McCloskey and Perkins (2012) 
point out that the scoring can be affected due to the multiple EFs that one BRIEF-2 scale could 
measure.  
The BRIEF-2 addresses a wider range of Arenas and Domains when compared with 
previously mentioned scales; however, the organization of this particular measure does not 
capture the full range of EFs across multiple dimensions within multiple arenas. The items are 
highly nonspecific and tend to combine many EFs, arenas and domains at once. Although the 
BRIEF-2 is a commonly used tool in identifying EF weaknesses in school-aged children, the 
measure neglects to identify EF strengths, making it more difficult to link to effective 
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intervention and neglecting a comprehensive, fully oriented approach (McCloskey & Perkins, 
2012). Research has also found that when raters focus only on negative behaviors, there is a 
tendency to over-identify difficulties (Kahneman, 2010; McCloskey, 2016).  
All of the previous rating sales assess multiple EFs but are not based on a comprehensive 
theory of executive control, and do not differentiate between executive functions and executive 
skills. The McCloskey Executive Functioning Scales (MEFS) were developed, based on the 
Holiarchical Model of Executive Capacities (HMEC). The MEFS attempts to identify and profile 
a child’s EF strengths and weaknesses and executive skill deficits in order to develop treatment 
plans and interventions for those identified as having one or more executive function and/or 
executive skill weaknesses. The MEFS encompasses aspects of self-regulation, self-realization, 
and self-determination, assesses a broad range of executive skills and functions, and enables the 
identification of executive skill deficits, executive function deficits, and executive function 
strengths (McCloskey, 2016).  
The MEFS uses a unique rating schema to distinguish between executive capacity 
strengths, executive function deficits and executive skill deficits. Ratings vary between executive 
capacity strengths, executive function deficits, and executive skill deficits, as well as within the 
two Arenas of Involvement. Patterns of ratings of overarching EF strengths and EF deficits or ES 
deficits, as well as EF strengths and EF and ES deficits within specific Arenas of Involvement 
are defined clearly to better understand the student’s individual profile. The strengths and deficits 
are divided by an Arena of Involvement, which greatly increases the precision with which 
strengths and deficits can be isolated. The MEFS enables a more detailed consideration of the 
individual student’s profile of executive function strengths and weaknesses so that intervention 
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efforts can take advantage of any strengths that might be present while working to help the 
student improve on any weaknesses that are identified (McCloskey, 2016). 
 Although most assessments focus primarily on measuring executive skills within the 
Symbol System arena only, the MEFS broadens the range of skills assessed to include the 
Intrapersonal and Interpersonal arenas as well. The Symbol System arena will attempt to 
measure executive functions and skills in a testing environment in relation to academics such as 
reading, writing, math, talking, and speaking. However, after the examinee leaves the room, 
there is no understanding of how they function interpersonally, intrapersonally, or 
environmentally. The MEFS measures two Arenas of Involvement in this rating scale: Academic 
and Self/Social. Academic looks at attention related to academics, planning, and other areas that 
tend to fall under the Symbol System Arena. Self-Social takes into account Intrapersonal and 
Interpersonal executive capacities. It uses the rating scales to ask teachers, “What do you see 
about this person’s behavior outside of this one-on-one testing situation?” The Environmental 
Arena has not been included in this rating scale because it was too difficult for teachers to 
respond to effectively. McCloskey (2016) hopes to determine at a later time how to understand 
executive use in the environment and how to quantify it in assessment. 
 Presently, only the MEFS Teacher form as been standardized, although parent, teacher, 
and self-rating forms exist. The Teacher form assesses the teachers’ perceptions of the students’ 
effectiveness in the 33 Self-Regulation executive capacities within the Academic and Self/Social 
arenas of involvement, as well as three aspects of self-realization and two aspects of self-
determination. For the 33 Self-Regulation executive capacities, the MEFS differentiates between 
three levels of executive capacity use. McCloskey (2016) defines these as, “executive function 
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strengths (always or almost always does it without being prompted); executive function deficits 
(seldom does it without prompting or only does it after prompting), and executive skill deficits 
(does it only with direct assistance or cannot do it even with direct assistance)” (p. 45). This 
specific and unique way of measuring EF strengths, EF deficits, and executive skill deficits can 
help to make specific interventions based on the individual’s detailed EF profiles (McCloskey, 
2016). 
Prior Research on Gender Differences  
Existing research on gender differences in the brain and executive capacities is minimal 
and inconsistent. Pink Brain Blue Brain discusses brain differences between males and females 
at birth and beyond. She notes that brains are so malleable at infancy that the small differences at 
birth become amplified over time as the cultural experiences reinforce gender stereotypes. The 
reason for this is that the small differences early on allow boys or girls to play to their strengths 
and exercise the boy-or girl-preferred circuits of the brain, and because of the plasticity of the 
brain, it actually changes in response to its own experience. Brain differences that are noted in 
this book include the statistics that boys’ brains are eight to eleven percent larger than girls’ 
brains and girls’ brains finish growing about one to two years earlier than boys’ brains (Eliot, 
2009). 
In terms of academic achievement and functioning within the school setting in more 
recent research, it appears as though girls have been breaking through some stereotypical glass 
ceilings. Conflicting findings, in comparison with past research, indicates that boys are not really 
falling behind; it is simply the case that girls are doing better than ever (Mead, 2006). Gender 
differences in educational research has found that girls tend to build stronger relationships with 
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teachers, attain higher grades, achieve higher levels of education, and progress better 
scholastically, overall, than boys (Birch & Gary, 1998; Duckworth & Seligman, 2006; 
Silvermann, 2003). Girls have also begun to be predominate in academic and social groups, such 
as debate teams, honor societies, student government, and a variety of other groups, with the 
exception of sports (Sommers, 2000).  
Boys are more likely candidates for expulsion, for suspension, and for dropping out. 
Nationally, 42% of boys have been suspended from school at least once by age 17, compared 
with 24% of girls (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 2006). Boys are four 
times more likely than girls to be referred for remedial and special education services (Brook & 
Boaz, 2005; Flynn & Rahbar, 1994). The National Center for Education Statistics has shown that 
nearly twice as many boys as girls between the ages of 5 and 12 are held back at least one grade 
(Freeman, 2004).  Mischel’s (2014) The Marshmallow Test was a study about delayed 
gratification, or the ability to wait, in children. Children were able to eat one treat, but if they 
waited for fifteen minutes without giving in to the temptation, they would be rewarded with a 
second treat. Differences in gender were noted because girls seem to have an advantage in the 
cognitive self-control skills and motivations that enable delay of gratification (Mischel, 2014).  
Altemeier, Abbott, & Bernininger (2007) studied differences in executive functions in 
dyslexic and non-dyslexic children in grades one through five.  The authors found there were no 
gender differences for non-dyslexic children on any of the three measures of executive functions 
used in their study.  However, among dyslexic children, boys performed more poorly than girls 
on two of the three measures of executive functions.  The Delis-Kaplan Executive Function 
System (D-KEFS) Inhibition condition required children to name the color in which words are 
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printed (instead of reading the words).  The D-KEFS Inhibition/Switching condition required 
children to switch quickly between naming the color in which words had been printed and 
reading words that had been printed within a box.  Boys with dyslexia performed more poorly on 
both of these tasks, compared with dyslexic girls.  There were no differences between dyslexic 
boys and girls on the Process Assessment of the Learner (PAL) Rapid Automatic 
Switching condition in which children are required to alternate between rapidly naming a high-
frequency structure/content word (article, pronoun, conjunction, preposition) that is not 
completely predictable in phonological decoding and a double-digit number presented in five 
rows of 10 items each.  
Houghton, et al. (1999), studied executive functions in children ages 6 to 12 diagnosed 
with ADHD. The study looked at different areas of executive functioning in the following 
assessments: the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, the Stroop Color and Word Test, the Matching 
Familiar Figures Test, the Trail Making Test (parts A and B), and the Tower of London. The 
authors found that there were more executive function deficits in children diagnosed with 
ADHD, compared with those without ADHD, and also found more significant executive function 
impairments with children diagnosed with ADHD, combined type, rather than ADHD 
predominantly inattentive. However, they found no significant main effects for gender on tests 
measuring response inhibition, forethought, planning and organization, set shifting and 
categorization, capacity to inhibit or interrupt an ongoing response pattern, visual search, 
attention, mental flexibility, motor function, and working memory.  
Gender differences were noted in a study that looked at four executive functioning tasks 
selected from the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) (De Luca 
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et al., 2003). Researchers studied the performance of 194 normal participants ranging from 8 to 
64 on tasks measuring visuo-spatial span, spatial working memory, strategic planning and 
organization of goal-directed behavior, and set-shifting. The visuo-spatial span task assessed a 
participant’s short-term memory capacity in his or her ability to remember sequences of squares. 
The spatial working memory task assessed the ability of a person to hold, manipulate and update 
information to direct moment-to-moment behavior, where he or she was required to search 
through an increasing number of boxes to locate hidden tokens. The strategic organization of 
goal-directed behavior required participants to plan and execute a set of movements to replicate 
an arrangement of balls on a screen, which measured their ability to develop and monitor a 
problem-solving strategy at various levels of difficulty. The set-shifting task assessed the 
participant’s ability to maintain attention to a stimulus and then shift attention to a different 
stimulus. Across all age groups, males outperformed females on the visuo-spatial span, spatial 
working memory, and strategic planning and organization of goal-directed behavior. This 
indicates that these executive skills come on-line at the same time for both genders, and progress 
at equal rates. There were no gender differences reported on the set-shifting task. 
 Matthews, Morrison, and Ponitz (2009) looked at gender differences in behavioral self-
regulation on a task that required children to integrate working memory, attention and inhibitory 
control. This study looked at the performance of 168 five-year old children in the fall and spring 
of their kindergarten year. The children were required to attend to the researcher, remember two 
and then four rules, and respond with a conflicting behavioral response (i.e., must touch their 
head when asked to touch their toes). Results revealed that girls outperformed boys on this task 
both in the fall and in the spring.  
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In a review article on the issues associated with the assessment and development of 
executive function during childhood, Anderson (2002) proposed a developmental model of 
executive function, incorporating four discrete but inter-related executive domains (attentional 
control, cognitive flexibility, goal setting, and information processing).  Regarding gender 
differences, Anderson indicated that boys and girls develop executive processes at a similar rate 
during childhood.  Marginal gender differences have been identified on specific tasks, although 
findings have not been consistently replicated.  Girls have been reported to outperform boys on 
measures of verbal fluency, information processing, and spatial organization.  Boys have been 
reported to perform better on a spatial reasoning/working memory task.   
The aforementioned researchers measured various combinations of executive capacities 
in children as well as adults; these included inhibition, switching, and working memory. Results 
are conflicting in the differences, or lack of differences, between the performances of males 
versus females on these tasks. Another avenue that can be taken to identify more specific gender 
differences is to examine the performance of the standardization samples of formal tests of 
executive capacities.  
Gender Differences on various measures of Executive Function 
The NEPSY-II is a clinical neuropsychological assessment instrument comprising six 
main domains.  For the purpose of the present study regarding gender differences in executive 
functioning, the focus was on exploring whether or not gender differences were significant on 
the subtests that constituted the Attention and Executive Functioning domain only of the 
NEPSY-II.  The manual for the NEPSY-II published by the Pearson Clinical Assessment (2007) 
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was examined for gender differences on the Attention and Executive Functioning Domain.  The 
subtests in this domain assess “motor persistence; the ability to inhibit impulsive responding; 
selective auditory attention; the ability to adopt, maintain, and change set; the ability to formulate 
concepts and transfer the concepts into action; and the ability to initiate and self-monitor 
behavior.”  The subtests include Animal Sorting, Auditory Attention and Response Set, Clocks, 
Design Fluency, Inhibition, and Statue.  Each age group of the normative sample for 
standardization and norms development consisted of 50 males and 50 females.  The NEPSY-II 
manual provides scaled score and percentile rank equivalents of subtests’ raw scores by 
age only.  There are not separate gender scores provided.  Indeed, gender differences are not 
addressed in the manual.   
The manual for the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function, Second Edition 
(2015) was examined for gender differences.  The authors indicated that gender was a significant 
factor (p < .001), except on the Self-Report Form.  These findings indicated a need for separate 
norms for gender in the manual.  As with the NEPSY-II, the standardization sample for all forms 
of the test were composed of approximately 50% males and 50% females.  An examination of 
the norms tables for converting raw scores to percentiles indicated that girls generally needed a 
lower raw score to reach the 98
th%  
percentile than was arbitrarily selected to assess the direction 
of the reported gender differences.  On the Teacher Form, girls at every age group needed a 
lower score than boys on the Global Executive Composite in order to reach the 98
th
 percentile 
criteria.  For example, a 14-year-old girl would require a Global Executive Composite raw score 
of 127 to reach the 98
th
percentile, yet a 14-year-old boy would require a raw score of 154 to 
reach that criteria.  On an overwhelming majority of the subscales that comprise the Global 
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Composite, girls needed a lower raw score than boys to reach the 98
th
 percentile.  In fact, of all 
the comparisons between males and females at every age level (36 possible comparisons) on the 
subscales composing the Teacher Form, girls required a higher score on 2 of the comparisons 
and an equal score on 4 of the comparisons.  On the Parent Form, the results of the gender 
comparisons were not as unidirectional.  Girls needed a lower Global Executive Composite raw 
score than boys to reach the 98
th
 percentile criteria at the 5 to 7 year-old and the 8 to 10 year-old 
age ranges, but not at the 11 to 13 year-old and the 14 to 18-year-old age ranges.  Subscale 
scores of the Parent Form were not examined. 
McCloskey notes, in the manual for the MEFS (McCloskey, 2016), that the 
standardization sample used for this measure revealed that females were more advanced than 
males for the majority of executive functions at most age levels, consistent with the fact that 
more males than females have developmental, learning, and behavior disorders.  Based on this 
finding in the standardization sample, the MEFS manual provides only gender-specific 
norms.  An analysis of the raw score differences by gender on each of the nine clusters 
(Attention, Engagement, Optimization, Efficiency, Memory, Inquiry, Solution, Self-Realization, 
Self-Determination) and two arenas (Academic, Self/Social) evaluated by the MEFS scale on the 
standardization sample was reviewed to gain a closer look at the gender differences revealed in 
the manual.  This analysis involved a total of twenty three possible raw score comparisons of 
gender differences at each of five age level ranges for a grand total of one hundred fifteen 
comparisons.  Male raw scores were higher than females’ raw scores, but not significantly, on 
only one of the possible comparisons (Self-Realization at the 9-10 year old level).  There was a 
clear directional trend for females scoring higher than males in this standardization sample (114 
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of the 115 possible comparisons higher for females).  In reviewing for significant differences (p 
< .05) of raw scores at each age level, a strong directional trend was maintained for females 
being higher than males.  At the 5-6 year-old age range, females’ raw scores were significantly 
higher than males’ raw scores on twenty of the twenty-three possible comparisons.  At the 7-
8 year-old age range, females’ raw scores were significantly higher on five of the twenty-three 
possible comparisons.  At the 9-10 year-old age range, females’ raw scores were significantly 
higher on fourteen of the twenty-three possible comparisons.  At the 11-12 year-old age range, 
females’ raw scores were significantly higher on all twenty-three of the twenty-three possible 
comparisons.  Finally, at the 14-18 year-old age range, females’ raw scores were significantly 
higher on twenty-two of the twenty-three possible comparisons.  Clearly more research is needed 
to understand the nature of the gender differences revealed by these findings. 
Summary 
Given that executive capacities are no longer widely viewed as a unitary construct, and 
gender differences have not been consistently found to be significant on measures of executive 
function, it appears that an analysis of gender differences on more specific tasks that assess 
executive capacities are needed to more fully understand the nature of the development of 
executive capacities in females and males.  The current study will examine teacher ratings 
obtained with the MEFS to determine the extent to which there are differences between the 
ratings of male and female students.   
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Research Questions 
1. What are the similarities and differences between the pattern of Self-Regulation EC 
deficits resulting from teacher ratings of male and female students? 
2. Do teacher ratings of female and male Self-Regulation EC deficits differ based on item 
Arena of Involvement? 
3. What are the similarities and differences between the pattern of Self-Realization 
executive capacity deficits resulting from teacher ratings of female and male students 
grouped by age category (child vs adolescent)? 
4. What are the similarities and differences between the pattern of Self-Determination 
executive capacity deficits resulting from teacher ratings of female and male students 
grouped by age category (child vs adolescent)? 
Hypotheses 
1. It is hypothesized that teacher ratings will differ significantly between male and female 
students for the items of the 7 self-regulation executive capacity clusters, with male 
students being rated as exhibiting more executive function deficits and more executive 
skill deficits than female students.  It is also hypothesized that differences between male 
and female deficit ratings will be the largest for the items of the self-regulation executive 
capacities within the Attention, Engagement, and Optimization Clusters.  
2. It is hypothesized that male students will be more likely to be rated as exhibiting more 
executive function deficits and more executive skill deficits than female students on items 
within the Academic Arena than on items within the Self/Social Arena. 
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3. It is hypothesized that teacher ratings of Self-Realization developmental delays will differ 
significantly between male and female students in the child age group, with more males 
rated as exhibiting delays than females.  It is also hypothesized that teacher ratings of 
Self-Realization developmental delays will not differ significantly between male and 
female students in the adolescent age group.  
4. It is hypothesized that teacher ratings of Self-Determination developmental delays will 
differ significantly between male and female students in the child age group, with more 
males rated as exhibiting delays than females.  It is also hypothesized that teacher ratings 
of Self-Determination developmental delays will not differ significantly between male 
and female students in the adolescent age group.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
 
This study examined archival data collected during the standardization of the McCloskey 
Executive Functions Scale Teacher Report Form (MEFS-TR, Appendix A). 
Source of Data  
 The source of the archival data used in this study was the MEFS-TR item raw score file 
for the female and male students in the standardization sample (n = 1,000). This file was created 
from the standardization data collection file.  The data were collected during the scale 
standardization project during the 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 school years.   
Data 
 The data used in this study were the teacher ratings of female and male students in the 
standardization sample that were used to create the MEFS-TR norm tables (n = 1,000).  Teacher 
ratings reflected teacher perceptions of the frequency and effectiveness of students’ 
performances of behaviors that reflected the degree of use or disuse of executive capacities. 
Characteristics of the Rated Students  
Norming sample data for the MEFS-TR was collected between March 2014 and April 
2015.  The sample data were composed of the teacher ratings of 1,127 students from 167 
communities in 29 states in the United States.  For the purposes of providing rating norms, the 
ratings of 127 students with clinical diagnoses were removed from the sample, resulting in an n 
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of 1,000 that included the ratings of 200 students (100 male and 100 female) within each of 5 age 
groups (ages 5-6; ages 7-8; ages 9-10; ages 11-13 and ages 14-18). Of the final normative sample 
of 1,000 ratings, 18% were ratings of students with disabilities.    
 Teachers rated each student with a pool of 104 items.  Eighty-seven items represented 31 
self-regulation executive functions organized into 7 self-regulation clusters, and 17 items 
represented 3 facets of self-realization and 2 facets of self-determination (see Appendix A for the 
MEFS-TR form). 
 Self-regulation items were rated on a 6-point scale ranging from 0 to 5.  Self-Realization 
and Self-Determination items were rated on a 4-point scale ranging from 0 to 3.  
Characteristics of the Teacher Raters 
 The teachers that provided the MEFS-TR ratings were regular and special education 
teachers from across the United States.  A total of 255 teachers completed ratings on 1,127 
children and adolescents who were their students. Of the 255 teachers, 11.4 percent were male, 
and 88.6 percent were female.  
 
Variables Used in the Analyses 
 The variables used in the data analyses included:  
1. Raw score sums based on teacher ratings for 7 self-regulation executive capacity clusters 
(Attention, Engagement, Optimization, Efficiency, Memory, Inquiry, and Solution)   
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2. Raw score sums based on teacher ratings for the executive capacities of Self-Realization and 
Self-Determination. 
Psychometric properties of MEFS-TR 
Item Ratings.  Each of the 87 MEFS-TR self-regulation items was rated by teachers 
using six potential responses: 
5-AA = ALMOST ALWAYS does it on own without prompting  
4-F = FREQUENTLY does it on own without prompting   
3-S = SELDOM does it on own without prompting   
2-AP = Does it, but only AFTER PROMPTING   
1-DA = Only does it with DIRECT ASSISTANCE  
0-UA = UNABLE to do it even with ASSISTANCE 
The rating options for the items comprising the Self-Realization and Self-Determination 
clusters were: 
3-VO = Does this VERY OFTEN 
2-O = Does this OFTEN 
1-S = Does this SOMETIMES, but not much 
0-N = NEVER does this 
Evidence of Reliability   
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The reliability of the MEFS-TR was established using multiple methods.  First, teacher 
ratings were examined using a measure of inconsistent responding.  The MEFS-TR 
Inconsistency scale is composed of six self-regulation items that were altered slightly in wording.  
The original items and the slightly altered items were included on the rating form but placed in 
different locations.  Ratings on the original item and on the slightly altered item were compared 
to obtain a rating difference score.  The absolute values of these rating difference scores were 
summed across all six pairs of consistency items to produce the score for the Inconsistency 
Index.  An acceptable level of variation that was not likely to be cause for concern about the 
consistency of teacher ratings was established (raw score of 6).  All teacher ratings of the 
consistency items for students in the standardization sample produced Consistency Index scores 
within the acceptable level (less than a raw score of 6). 
The MEFS-TR manual also reports internal consistency and split-half reliability 
coefficients for the 7 self-regulation clusters and 14 subclusters (each self-regulation cluster was 
divided into items assessing the Self/Social Arena and items assessing the Academic Arena) and 
the Self-Realization and Self-Determination composites by six age groups.  The large majority of 
these coefficients were above .90 and no coefficient was less than .85.  Test-retest reliability 
coefficients also were provided for the cluster, subcluster, and composite scores, with all but two 
of these coefficients at or greater than .80. 
Statistical Analyses.   
Frequency counts by male and female student groups were generated for each of the 87 
items of the 7 MEFS Self-Regulation Clusters.  Additionally, because the Holarchical Model 
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hypothesizes that the facets of Self-Realization and Self-Determination executive control are at a 
level higher than self-regulation and that these aspects of executive control do not emerge in a 
significant way until early adolescence, that is, between the ages of 10 and 11.  As a result, the 
Male and female samples were divided into child (ages 5-10) and adolescent (ages 11-18) groups 
for comparison for the 11 items of the Self-Realization Cluster and the 6 items of the Self-
Determination Cluster. 
Differences between the female and male samples were tested for statistical significance.  
This was accomplished by calculating the percentage of female and male students that were rated 
as exhibiting executive function deficits (ratings of 2 or 3) and the percentage of female and male 
students that were rated as exhibiting executive skills deficits (ratings of 0 or 1).  For each item, 
the proportion of female students rated as exhibiting executive function deficits were compared 
with the proportion of male students rated as exhibiting executive function deficits and tested for 
statistical significance using Fisher’s Exact Test.  Likewise, for each item the proportion of 
female students rated as exhibiting executive skills deficits was compared with the proportion of 
male students rated as exhibiting executive skills deficits and tested for statistical significance 
using Fisher’s Exact Test. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
The results of the analyses of teacher ratings of the executive capacities of groups of 
female and male students using the McCloskey Executive Functions Scale Teacher Report form 
(MEFS-TR) are presented in this chapter.  The data used for this study included the MEFS-TR 
teacher ratings of samples of 500 female students and 500 male students who composed the 
standardization sample of the MEFS-TR.   
Table 4.1 shows the demographic characteristics of the female and male samples from 
whom teacher ratings were obtained for the purposes of the standardization of the MEFS-TR and 
also for use in this study.  Table 4.2 shows the grade in school of these female and male students.  
Table 4.1  
Demographic characteristics of the samples of female and male students rated by teachers using 
the MEFS-TR 
 
 
Female 
N = 500 
Male 
N = 500 
Ethnicity   
   African-American 70 84 
   Hispanic 107 98 
   White 294 280 
   Asian 17 19 
   Other 11 13 
   Total 500 500 
   
Region   
   Midwest 91 92 
   Northeast 106 119 
   South 204 183 
   West 99 106 
   Total 500 500 
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Academic Skills Level   
   Above Average 98 96 
   Average 332 307 
   Below Average 70 97 
   Total 500 500o 
   
Gender of Teacher Rater   
   Female 453 446 
   Male 47 54 
   Total 500 500 
   
Student Age   
5 39 37 
6 61 63 
7 36 44 
8 64 56 
9 55 57 
10 45 43 
11 35 43 
12 29 31 
13 36 26 
14 24 32 
15 14 18 
16 11 18 
17 29 18 
18 22 14 
Total 500 500 
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Table 4.2 
Demographic characteristics of the samples of female and male students rated by teachers using 
the MEFS-TR 
Student  
Grade 
Female 
N = 500 
Male 
N = 500 
   K 61 71 
   1 52 56 
   2 42 45 
   3 77 69 
   4 41 40 
  5 44 48 
  6 30 30 
  7 26 27 
  8 42 35 
  9 14 23 
  10 9 24 
  11 24 10 
  12 33 21 
 
 
Research Questions 
The research questions for this study were addressed by 1) comparing the MEFS-TR 
Self-Regulation Cluster items, rated by teachers on female and male students from the national 
standardization sample, and 2) comparing the MEFS-TR Self-Realization and Self-
Determination Cluster items, rated by teachers on female and male students from the national 
standardization sample grouped by age range (Child – Ages 5-10 and Adolescent – Ages 11-18). 
The analyses were conducted using the MEFS-TR individual item ratings organized by 
the Self-Regulation Clusters and Self-Realization and Self-Determination Clusters.  Frequency 
counts were generated for the item scores of female and male students.  For each of the 
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comparative analyses, the proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as 
exhibiting Executive Function deficits (EFDs: rated as seldom doing it unless told to do so) and 
Executive Skill deficits (ESDs: rated as unable to do it even when shown how) were tested for 
statistical significance,, using Fisher’s Exact z test for each MEFS-TR item.  Appendix B 
contains the results of the statistical analyses for each item within each executive capacity (EC) 
Cluster.   
 Table 4.3 shows the specific self-regulation ECs assessed within each self-regulation 
cluster according to Arena of Involvement. 
Table 4.3 
Self-Regulation Executive Capacities assessed within each Self-Regulation Cluster 
Self-Regulation  
Cluster 
Self-Regulation 
Executive Capacity 
Academic 
Arena 
Self/Social 
Arena 
Attention Aware 
Focus 
Sustain 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Engagement Effort 
Initiate 
Inhibit 
Stop 
Pause 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
2 
1 
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Flexible 
Shift 
2 
1 
2 
1 
Optimization Monitor 
Modulate 
Correct 
Balance 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
Efficiency Sense Time 
Pace 
Routines 
Sequence 
1 
1 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Memory Hold/Manipulate 
Store/Retrieve 
1 
2 
1 
3 
Inquiry Gauge 
Anticipate 
Estimate Time 
Analyze 
Compare/Evaluate 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Solution Generate 
Associate 
Organize 
Plan 
Prioritize 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
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Decide 1 1 
 
 
Research Question 1: What are the similarities and differences between the pattern of Self-
Regulation EC deficits resulting from teacher ratings of male and female students? 
Research Question 2: Do teacher ratings of female and male Self-Regulation EC deficits differ, 
based on item Arena of Involvement? 
It was hypothesized that teacher ratings would differ significantly between male and 
female students for the items of the 7 self-regulation executive capacity clusters, with male 
students rated as exhibiting more executive function deficits and more executive skill deficits 
than female students.  It also was hypothesized that differences between male and female deficit 
ratings would be the largest for the items of the self-regulation executive capacities within the 
Attention, Engagement, and Optimization Clusters.  Additionally, it was hypothesized that male 
students would be more likely to be rated as exhibiting more executive function deficits and 
more executive skill deficits than female students on items within the Academic Arena than on 
items within the Self/Social Arena. 
In addition to the 7 Self-Regulation Clusters, the MEFS assesses Self-Realization and 
Self-Determination.  These two dimensions of executive control are at a level higher than self-
regulation, and the Holarchical model hypothesizes that these aspects of executive control do not 
emerge in a significant way until early adolescence, that is, between the ages of 10 and 11.  As a 
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result, the male and female samples were divided into child (ages 5-10) and adolescent (ages 11-
18) groups for comparison. 
It was hypothesized that teacher ratings of Self-Realization developmental delays would 
differ significantly between male and female students in the child age group, with more males 
rated as exhibiting delays than females.  It is also hypothesized that teacher ratings of Self-
Realization developmental delays would not differ significantly between male and female 
students in the adolescent age group.  
It was hypothesized that teacher ratings of Self-Determination developmental delays 
would differ significantly between male and female students in the child age group, with more 
males rated as exhibiting delays than females.  It was also hypothesized that teacher ratings of 
Self-Determination developmental delays would not differ significantly between male and 
female students in the adolescent age group.   
Attention Cluster  
Table 4.4 shows a summary of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
EFDs, and proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
ESDs on the items of the Attention Cluster.  Items included in the Attention Cluster represent the 
self-regulation ECs of Aware, Focus, and Sustain.  Table 4.3 shows the distribution of specific 
self-regulation EC items within the Academic and Self/Social Arenas.   
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Table 4.4 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings of EFDs, and ESDs when comparing 
female and male students on the MEFS Attention Cluster items. 
 
 
 
The results of the item analyses summarized in Table 4.4 are provided in Appendix B.  
The data presented in Table 4.4 show the number of Attention Cluster items within the Academic 
Arena and within the Self/Social Arena that demonstrated significantly greater percentages of 
male students rated as having an EFDs and ESDs than female students. More male students than 
female students were rated as exhibiting an EFD or an ESD in all instances where statistically 
significant differences were found.   Counter to the original hypothesis however, male students 
were rated as having either an EFD or an ESD for the same number of items within the 
Academic Arena as within the Self/Social Arena.   
Table 4.5 shows the items of the Attention Cluster and the percentages of female and 
male students that were rated as having an EFD or an ESD. 
 
 
 
 
 
Type  
of  
Deficit 
Group Comparisons 
Males > Females Females > Males 
Number of Attention Cluster Items by Arena 
Academic Self/Social Academic Self/Social 
3 items 3 items 3 items 3 items 
Number of Significant Differences Identified for Attention Cluster Items 
EFD 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 0 0 
ESD 2 (67%) 2 (67%) 0 0 
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Table 4.5 
Percentages of EFD and ESD teacher ratings for female and male students on the MEFS 
Attention Cluster items. 
 
% of Group Rated as Exhibiting a Deficit 
ATTENTION EFDs ESDs 
Self-Regulation EC - Item Female Male Female Male 
Academic Arena N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 
Aware - Aware with school tasks 16% 25%* 2% 4% 
Focus - Focused with school 
tasks 20% 33%* 2% 6%* 
Sustain - Sustains with school 
tasks 23% 34%* 4% 9%* 
     
Self/Social Arena 
    Aware - Aware during social 
interactions 11% 22%* 2% 3% 
Focus - Focused in social 
interactions 12% 19%* 1% 4%* 
Sustain - Sustains with social 
interactions 13% 20%* 1% 4%* 
 
An * denotes a significantly greater proportion of deficits for this group based on statistical 
analysis. 
   
As shown in Table 4.5, much larger proportions both of female and of male students were 
rated as exhibiting an EFD (not knowing when) than an ESD (not knowing how) for all 6 items 
of the Attention Cluster.  For all items, the proportion of males rated as having a deficit was 
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always greater than the proportion of females.  In the case of EFDs, the greater proportions for 
males were statistically significant for all of the items within the Academic and the Self/Social 
Arenas.  In the case of ESDs, the greater proportions for males were statistically significant for 
the items representing the self-regulation ECs of Focus and Sustain, but not for the items 
representing Aware within the Academic and the Self/Social Arenas. 
 
Engagement Cluster 
Table 4.6 shows a summary of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
EFDs and proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
ESDs on the items of the Engagement Cluster.  Items included in the Engagement Cluster 
represent the self-regulation ECs of Initiate, Effort, Inhibit, Stop, Pause, Flexible, and Shift.  
Table 4.3 shows the distribution of specific self-regulation EC items within the Academic and 
Self/Social Arenas. 
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Table 4.6 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings of EFDs, and ESDs when comparing 
female and male students on the MEFS Engagement Cluster items. 
 
 
 
The results of the item analyses summarized in Table 4.6 are provided in Appendix B.  
The data presented in Table 4.6 show the number of Engagement Cluster items within the 
Academic Arena and within the Self/Social Arena that demonstrated significantly greater 
percentages of male students rated as having an EFDs and ESDs than female students. Table 4.6 
shows more male students than female students were rated as exhibiting an EFD or an ESD in all 
instances where statistically significant differences were found.    
Table 4.7 shows the items of the Engagement Cluster and the percentages of female and 
male students that were rated as having an EFD or an ESD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Type  
of  
Deficit 
Group Comparisons 
Males > Females Females > Males 
Number of Engagement Cluster Items by Arena 
Academic Self/Social Academic Self/Social 
8 items 14 items 8 items 14 items 
Number of Significant Differences Identified for Engagement Cluster Items 
EFD 7 (88%) 11 (79%) 0 0 
ESD 7 (88%) 8 (57%) 0 0 
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Table 4.7 
Percentages of EFD and ESD teacher ratings for female and male students on the MEFS 
Engagement Cluster items. 
 
% of Group Rated as Exhibiting a Deficit 
ENGAGEMENT EFDs ESDs 
Item Female Male Female Male 
Academic Arena N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 
Initiate - Starts school tasks 17% 28%* 3% 7%* 
Effort - Effortful with school tasks 20% 32%* 3% 7%* 
Inhibit - Inhibits with challenging 
school tasks 13% 21%* 3% 6% 
Stop - Stops playing a game 13% 30%* 2% 6%* 
Pause - Returns to school tasks 17% 28%* 2% 5%* 
Flexible - Tries different ways for school 
tasks 20% 29%* 3% 7%* 
Flexible - Accepts changes in school 
routines 11% 16% 1% 4%* 
Shift - Shifts for school tasks 15% 24%* 1% 5%* 
     
  Self/Social Arena 
    Initiate - Starts social interactions 16% 19% 1% 5%* 
Effort - Effortful in social interactions 15% 19% 1% 4%* 
Inhibit - Waits turn 10% 21%* 1% 4%* 
Inhibit - Thinks before acting 17% 33%* 3% 7%* 
Inhibit - Refrains from aggression 5% 12%* 1% 4%* 
Inhibit - Inhibits thoughtless comments 12% 26%* 3% 5% 
Inhibit - Inhibits in frustrating situations 14% 25%* 4% 7% 
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Inhibit - Inhibits in social situations 18% 26%* 3% 6% 
Stop - Stops talking about one thing 16% 28%* 2% 6%* 
Stop - Stops annoying others 14% 29%* 2% 6%* 
Pause - Returns in social interactions 12% 22%* 1% 4%* 
Flexible - Accept good ideas from others 14% 20%* 1% 4% 
Flexible - Accepts changes in social 
patterns 12% 14% 1% 3% 
Shifts - Shifts in social interactions 12% 17%* 1% 3% 
 
An * denotes a significantly greater proportion of deficits for this group, based on statistical 
analysis. 
As shown in Table 4.7, much larger proportions both of female and of male students were 
rated as exhibiting an EFD (not knowing when) than an ESD (not knowing how) for all 22 items 
of the Engagement Cluster.  For all items, the proportion of males rated as having a deficit was 
always greater than the proportion of females.   
In the case of EFDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the items representing Initiate, Effort, Inhibit, Stop, Pause, Shift, and 1 
item representing Flexible (“tries different ways for school tasks”), but not for a second item 
representing Flexible (“accepts changes in school routines”).  
In the case of ESDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the items representing Initiate, Effort, Stop, Pause, both items in 
Flexible, and Shift, but not for the item representing Inhibit.  
In the case of EFDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the 6 items representing Inhibit, the 2 items representing Stop, the 
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item representing Pause, 1of the 2 items representing Flexible (“accepts good ideas from 
others”), and the item representing Shift. Items representing Initiate, Effort, and 1 of the 2 items 
representing Flexible (“accepts changes in social patterns”) were not statistically significant.  
In the case of ESDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the item representing Initiate, the item representing Effort, 3 of the 6 
items representing Inhibit (“waits turn,” “thinks before acting,” “refrains from aggression”), the 
2 items representing Stop, and the item representing Pause. In contrast, 3 of the 6 items 
representing Inhibit (“inhibits thoughtless comments,” inhibits in frustrating situations,” and 
“inhibits in social situations”), 1of the 2 items representing Flexible, and the item representing 
Shifts were not statistically significant.  
 
Optimization Cluster 
Table 4.8 shows a summary of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
EFDs and proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
ESDs on the items of the Optimization Cluster.  Items included in the Engagement Cluster 
represent the self-regulation ECs of Monitor, Modulate, Correct, and Balance.  Table 4.3 shows 
the distribution of specific self-regulation EC items within the Academic and Self/Social Arenas. 
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Table 4.8 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings of EFDs, and ESDs when comparing 
female and male students on the MEFS Optimization Cluster items. 
 
 
The results of the item analyses summarized in Table 4.8 are provided in Appendix B.  
The data presented in Table 4.8 show the number of Optimization Cluster items within the 
Academic Arena and within the Self/Social Arena that demonstrated significantly greater 
percentages of male students rated as having EFDs and ESDs than percentages of female 
students. Table 4.8 shows more male students than female students were rated as exhibiting an 
EFD or an ESD in all instances where statistically significant differences were found.    
Table 4.9 shows the items of the Optimization Cluster and the percentages of female and 
male students that were rated as having an EFD or an ESD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Type  
of  
Deficit 
Group Comparisons 
Males > Females Females > Males 
Number of Optimization Cluster Items by Arena 
Academic Self/Social Academic Self/Social 
6 items 8 items 6 items 8 items 
Number of Significant Differences Identified for Optimization Cluster Items 
EFD 6 (100%) 7 (88%) 0 0 
ESD 6 (100%) 7 (88%) 0 0 
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Table 4.9 
Percentages of EFD and ESD teacher ratings for female and male students on the MEFS 
Optimization Cluster items. 
 
% of Group Rated as Exhibiting a Deficit 
OPTIMIZATION EFDs ESDs 
Item Female Male Female Male 
Academic Arena N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 
Monitor - Monitors school task 
performance 34% 45%* 7% 12%* 
Monitor - Monitors school situations 19% 32%* 4% 10%* 
Modulate - Activity level fits school 
tasks 10% 22%* 1% 5%* 
Modulate - Emotional response fits 
school tasks 13% 21%* 2% 5%* 
Correct - Fixes errors in school tasks 29% 41%* 4% 10%* 
Balance - Balances school task elements 25% 41%* 6% 11%* 
     
Self/Social Arena 
    Monitor - Monitors social interactions 20% 33%* 3% 8%* 
Monitor - Monitors personal 
appearance 12% 20%* 1% 5%* 
Modulate - Activity level fits social 
situation 11% 22%* 2% 6%* 
Modulate - Emotional response fits 
social interactions 16% 22%* 2% 5%* 
Modulate - Modulates sensory 
stimulation 11% 24%* 2% 5% 
Correct - Makes social interaction 
corrections 21% 26% 1% 7%* 
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Balance - Balances social interactions 18% 31%* 2% 7%* 
Balance - Balances personal activity, 
care, habits 20% 31%* 1% 7%* 
 
An * denotes a significantly greater proportion of deficits for this group based on statistical 
analysis. 
As shown in Table 4.9, much larger proportions both of female and of male students were 
rated as exhibiting an EFD (not knowing when) than an ESD (not knowing how) for all 14 items 
of the Optimization Cluster.  For all items, the proportion of males rated as having a deficit was 
always greater than the proportion of females.   
In the case of EFDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for all items representing Monitor, Modulate, Correct and Balance.  
In the case of ESDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for all items representing Monitor, Modulate, Correct and Balance.  
In the case of EFDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for items representing Monitor, Modulate, and Balance, but were not 
significant for the item representing Correct.  
In the case of ESDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for items representing Monitor, Correct, and Balance, and 2 of 3 items 
representing Modulate (“activity level fits social situation,” “emotional response fits social 
interactions”)). The other item representing Modulate (“modulates sensory stimulation”) was not 
statistically significantly.  
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Efficiency Cluster 
Table 4.10 shows a summary of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
EFDs and proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
ESDs on the items of the Efficiency Cluster.  Items included in the Efficiency Cluster represent 
the self-regulation ECs of Sense Time, Pace, Routines, and Sequence.  Table 4.3 shows the 
distribution of specific self-regulation EC items within the Academic and Self/Social Arenas. 
 
Table 4.10 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings of EFDs, and ESDs when comparing 
female and male students on the MEFS Efficiency Cluster items. 
 
 
The results of the item analyses summarized in Table 4.10 are provided in Appendix B.  
The data presented in Table 4.10 show the number of Efficiency Cluster items within the 
Academic Arena and within the Self/Social Arena that demonstrated significantly greater 
percentages of male students rated as having EFDs and ESDs than percentages of female 
 
 
 
 
Type  
of  
Deficit 
Group Comparisons 
Males > Females Females > Males 
Number of Efficiency Cluster Items by Arena 
Academic Self/Social Academic Self/Social 
10 items 4 items 10 items 4 items 
Number of Significant Differences Identified for Efficiency Cluster Items 
EFD 3 (30%) 1 (25%) 0 0 
ESD 7 (70%) 3 (75%) 0 0 
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students. Table 4.10 shows more male students than female students were rated as exhibiting an 
EFD or an ESD in all instances where statistically significant differences were found.    
Table 4.11 shows the items of the Optimization Cluster and the percentages of female 
and of male students that were rated as having an EFD or an ESD. 
 
Table 4.11 
Percentages of EFD and ESD teacher ratings for female and male students on the MEFS 
Efficiency Cluster items. 
 
% of Group Rated as Exhibiting a Deficit 
EFFICIENCY EFDs ESDs 
Item Female Male Female Male 
Academic Arena N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 
Sense Time - Keeps track of time with 
school tasks 35% 40% 6% 12%* 
Pace - Changes pace with school tasks 32% 37% 5% 11%* 
Routines - Uses routines for school tasks 17% 22% 3% 6% 
Routines - Gets ideas onto paper 
effectively 30% 38%* 6% 11% 
Routines - Uses routines and strategies 
on tests 24% 30% 6% 10%* 
Routines - Uses routines and strategies 
with school tasks 23% 30%* 6% 11%* 
Routines - Participates in class 
discussions 17% 20% 2% 4% 
Routines - Brings materials home from 
school 19% 26%* 4% 11%* 
Routines - Hands in school work 17% 22% 3% 11%* 
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Sequence - Gets the steps in the correct 
order for school tasks 19% 25% 2% 8%* 
     
Self/Social Arena     
Sense Time - Keeps track of time in 
social interactions 36% 39% 4% 11%* 
Pace - Changes pace in social 
interactions 28% 31% 3% 8%* 
Routines - Uses routines for social 
interactions 16% 20% 1% 3% 
Sequence - Gets the right order when 
telling stories 15% 21%* 1% 4%* 
 
An * denotes a significantly greater proportion of deficits for this group, based on statistical 
analysis. 
As shown in Table 4.11, much larger proportions both of female and of male students 
were rated as exhibiting an EFD (not knowing when) than an ESD (not knowing how) for all 14 
items of the Efficiency Cluster.  For all items, the proportion of males rated as having a deficit 
was always greater than the proportion of females.   
In the case of EFDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for 3 of the 7 items representing Routines (“gets ideas onto paper 
effectively,” “uses routines and strategies with school tasks,” “brings materials home from 
school” the item representing Sense Time, and the item representing Pace. In contrast, 4 of the 7 
items representing Routines (“uses routines for school tasks,” “uses routines and strategies for 
tests,” “participates in class discussions,” and “hands in school work”), and the item representing 
Sequence were not statistically significant. 
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In the case of ESDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the item representing Sense Time, the item representing Pace, 4 of the 
7 items representing Routines (“uses routines and strategies on tests,” “uses routines and 
strategies with school tasks,” brings materials home from school,” and “hands in school work”), 
and the item representing Sequence. In contrast, 3 of the 7 items representing Routines (“uses 
routines for school tasks,” “gets ideas onto paper effectively,” and “participates in class 
discussions”) were not statistically significant. 
In the case of EFDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for items representing Sequence, but not significant for the items 
representing Sense Time, Pace, or Routines.  
In the case of ESDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for items representing Sense Time, Pace and Sequence, but not significant 
for the item representing Sequence. 
Memory Cluster 
Table 4.12 shows a summary of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
EFDs and proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
ESDs on the items of the Memory Cluster.  Items included in the Memory Cluster represent the 
self-regulation ECs of Hold/Manipulate and Store/Retrieve.  Table 4.3 shows the distribution of 
specific self-regulation EC items within the Academic and Self/Social Arenas. 
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Table 4.12 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings of EFDs, and ESDs when comparing 
female and male students on the MEFS Memory Cluster items. 
 
 
The results of the item analyses summarized in Table 4.12 are provided in Appendix B.  
The data presented in Table 4.12 show the number of Memory Cluster items within the 
Academic Arena and within the Self/Social Arena that demonstrated significantly greater 
percentages of male students rated as having EFDs and ESDs than the percentage of female 
students. Table 4.12 shows more male students than female students were rated as exhibiting an 
EFD or an ESD in all instances where statistically significant differences were found.    
Table 4.13 shows the items of the Memory Cluster and the percentages of female and 
male students that were rated as having an EFD or an ESD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Type  
of  
Deficit 
Group Comparisons 
Males > Females Females > Males 
Number of Memory Cluster Items by Arena 
Academic Self/Social Academic Self/Social 
3 items 4 items 3 items 4 items 
Number of Significant Differences Identified for Memory Cluster Items 
EFD 0 1 (25%) 0 0 
ESD 1 (33%) 0 0 0 
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Table 4.13 
Percentages of EFD and ESD teacher ratings for female and male students on the MEFS 
Memory Cluster items. 
 
% of Group Rated as Exhibiting a Deficit 
MEMORY EFDs ESDs 
Item Female Male Female Male 
Academic Arena N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 
Hold/Manipulate - Keeps information in 
mind for school tasks 20% 24% 3% 7%* 
Store/Retrieve - Stores and recall school 
information 27% 28% 5% 9% 
Store/Retrieve - Recalls information for 
tests 27% 30% 6% 9% 
     
Self/Social Arena 
    Hold/Manipulate - Keeps information in 
mind in social interactions 14% 18% 2% 4% 
Store/Retrieve - Stores and retrieves 
social information 16% 22%* 2% 3% 
Store/Retrieve - Recalls information in 
social interactions 18% 23% 2% 5% 
Store/Retrieve - Recalls information 
about self 11% 14% 2% 3% 
 
An * denotes a significantly greater proportion of deficits for this group, based on statistical 
analysis. 
As shown in Table 4.13, much larger proportions both of female and of male students 
were rated as exhibiting an EFD (not knowing when) than an ESD (not knowing how) for all 7 
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items of the Memory Cluster.  For all items, the proportion of males rated as having a deficit was 
always greater than the proportion of females.   
In the case of EFDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
not statistically significant for any of the items representing Hold/Manipulate or Store/Retrieve.  
In the case of ESDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant the 1 item representing Hold/Manipulate, but not significant for either of 
the items representing Store/Retrieve.  
In the case of EFDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for 1 of the items representing Store/Retrieve (“stores and retrieves 
social information”).  In contrast the item representing Hold/Manipulate was not significant. 
In the case of ESDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
not statistically significant for any of the items representing Hold/Manipulate or Store/Retrieve. 
 
Inquiry Cluster 
Table 4.14 shows a summary of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
EFDs, and proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
ESDs on the items of the Inquiry Cluster.  Items included in the Inquiry Cluster represent the 
self-regulation ECs of Gauge, Anticipate, Estimate Time, Analyze, and Evaluate.  Table 4.3 
shows the distribution of specific self-regulation EC items within the Academic and Self/Social 
Arenas. 
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Table 4.14 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings of EFDs, and ESDs when comparing 
female and male students on the MEFS Inquiry Cluster items. 
 
 
The results of the item analyses summarized in Table 4.14 are provided in Appendix B.  
The data presented in Table 4.14 show the number of Inquiry Cluster items within the Academic 
Arena and within the Self/Social Arena that demonstrated significantly greater percentages of 
male students rated as having EFDs and ESDs than of female students. Table 4.14 shows more 
male students than female students were rated as exhibiting an EFD or an ESD in all instances 
where statistically significant differences were found.    
Table 4.15 shows the items of the Inquiry Cluster and the percentages of female and male 
students that were rated as having an EFD or an ESD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Type  
of  
Deficit 
Group Comparisons 
Males > Females Females > Males 
Number of Inquiry Cluster Items by Arena 
Academic Self/Social Academic Self/Social 
5 items 6 items 5 items 6items 
Number of Significant Differences Identified for Inquiry Cluster Items 
EFD 3 (60%) 5 (83%) 0 0 
ESD 5 (100%) 5 (83%) 0 0 
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Table 4.15 
Percentages of EFD and ESD teacher ratings for female and male students on the MEFS Inquiry 
Cluster items. 
 
% of Group Rated as Exhibiting a Deficit 
INQUIRY EFDs ESDs 
Item Female Male Female Male 
Academic Arena N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 
Gauge - Accurately estimates 
difficulty/demands of school tasks 29% 35% 5% 10%* 
Anticipate - Anticipates events at school 23% 30%* 3% 10%* 
Estimate Time - Estimates time for 
school tasks 29% 38%* 6% 11%* 
Analyze - Examines and analyzes school 
tasks 30% 40%* 7% 12%* 
Evaluate - Evaluates the quality of 
school work 34% 41% 6% 13%* 
     
Self/Social Arena     
Gauge - Figures out how to interact in 
social situations. 17% 25%* 3% 5% 
Anticipate - Anticipates the effects of 
own actions 22% 31%* 3% 7%* 
Anticipate - Anticipates the 
consequences of own actions 20% 31%* 2% 7%* 
Estimate Time - Estimates time in social 
situations 26% 34%* 3% 8%* 
Analyze - Examines and analyzes social 
interactions 27% 37%* 3% 7%* 
Evaluate - Evaluates the quality of 
social interactions 31% 36% 4% 10%* 
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An * denotes a significantly greater proportion of deficits for this group based on statistical 
analysis. 
As shown in Table 4.15, much larger proportions both of female and of male students 
were rated as exhibiting an EFD (not knowing when) than an ESD (not knowing how) for all 11 
items of the Inquiry Cluster.  For all items, the proportion of males rated as having a deficit was 
always greater than the proportion of females.   
In the case of EFDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for items representing Anticipate, Estimate Time, and Analyze, but not 
significant for the items representing Gauge, or Evaluate.  
In the case of ESDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the items representing Gauge, Anticipate, Estimate Time, Analyze, 
and Evaluate.  
In the case of EFDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for items representing Gauge, Anticipate, Estimate Time, and Analyze, 
but not significant for the item representing Evaluate.  
In the case of ESDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for items representing Gauge, Anticipate, Estimate Time, Analyze, and 
Evaluate. 
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Solution Cluster 
Table 4.16 shows a summary of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
EFDs and proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
ESDs on the items of the Solution Cluster.  Items included in the Solution Cluster represent the 
self-regulation ECs of Generate, Associate, Organize, Plan, Prioritize, and Decide.  Table 4.3 
shows the distribution of specific self-regulation EC items within the Academic and Self/Social 
Arenas. 
Table 4.16 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings of EFDs, and ESDs when comparing 
female and male students on the MEFS Solution Cluster items. 
 
 
The results of the item analyses summarized in Table 4.16 are provided in Appendix B.  
The data presented in Table 4.16 show the number of Solution Cluster items within the 
Academic Arena and within the Self/Social Arena that demonstrated significantly greater 
percentages of male students rated as having EFDs and ESDs than of female students. Table 4.16 
 
 
 
 
Type  
of  
Deficit 
Group Comparisons 
Males > Females Females > Males 
Number of Solution Cluster Items by Arena 
Academic Self/Social Academic Self/Social 
6 items 7 items 6 items 7 items 
Number of Significant Differences Identified for Solution Cluster Items 
EFD 2 (33%) 3 (43%) 0 0 
ESD 6 (100%) 6 (86%) 0 0 
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shows more male students than female students were rated as exhibiting an EFD or an ESD in all 
instances where statistically significant differences were found.    
Table 4.17 shows the items of the Solution Cluster and the percentages of female and 
male students that were rated as having an EFD or an ESD. 
 
 
Table 4.17 
Percentages of EFD and ESD teacher ratings for female and male students on the MEFS 
Solution Cluster items. 
 
% of Group Rated as Exhibiting a Deficit 
SOLUTION EFDs ESDs 
Item Female Male Female Male 
Academic Arena N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 N = 500 
Generate - Comes up with new ways to 
solve school tasks 38% 41% 6% 12%* 
Associate - Sees similarities in ideas 27% 33% 5% 9%* 
Organize - Organizes school tasks. 26% 36%* 5% 13%* 
Plan - Makes plans for school tasks.  29% 38%* 5% 11%* 
Prioritize - Orders school tasks 34% 38% 6% 13%* 
Decide - Makes own decisions about 
school 26% 31% 4% 10%* 
     
Self/Social Arena 
    Generate - Comes up with new ways to 
solve social issues 
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Associate - Sees similarities in social 
interactions 30% 35% 2% 7%* 
Organize - Organizes social activities. 27% 31% 3% 8%* 
Plan - Makes plans for social activities. 23% 31%* 2% 8%* 
Plan - Makes plans for the use of own 
time. 21% 30%* 2% 7%* 
Prioritize - Prioritizes social activities 21% 30%* 4% 6% 
Decide - Makes own decisions about 
social situations 27% 29% 2% 9%* 
 
An * denotes a significantly greater proportion of deficits for this group, based on statistical 
analysis. 
As shown in Table 4.17, much larger proportions both of female and of male students 
were rated as exhibiting an EFD (not knowing when) than an ESD (not knowing how) for all 13 
items of the Solution Cluster.  For all items, the proportion of males rated as having a deficit was 
always greater than the proportion of females.   
In the case of EFDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the items representing Organize and Plan, but not significant for the 
items representing Generate, Associate, Prioritize, or Decide.  
In the case of ESDs within the Academic Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for all items representing Generate, Associate, Organize, Plan, Prioritize, 
and Decide.  
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In the case of EFDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the items representing Plan and Prioritize, but not significant for the 
items representing Associate, Organize, and Decide. 
In the case of ESDs within the Self/Social Arena, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the items representing Associate, Organize, and Plan, but not 
significant for the items representing Decide. 
 
Summary for All Self-Regulation Clusters 
Table 4.18 shows a summary of the total number of significant differences found when 
comparing teacher ratings of males and females.   The table shows summaries of the significant 
differences among the groups for ratings reflecting EFDs and ESDs on all of the MEFS Self-
Regulation Cluster items. 
Table 4.18 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings of EFDs, and ESDs when comparing 
female and male students with the items of the 7 MEFS Self-Regulation Clusters. 
 
 
 
 
 
Cluster 
Group Comparisons of Number of Items Rated as EFD or ESD 
Males > Females Females > Males 
Number of Significant Differences in  
EFDs and ESDs by Arena 
ACA S/S ACA S/S 
   Attention     
EFD 
3 (100%) 3 (100%) 
0 0 
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ESD 2  (67%) 2  (67%) 0 0 
Engagement 
  
 
 
EFD 
7 (88%) 11 (79%) 
0 
0 
ESD 
7 (88%) 
8 (57%) 
0 0 
Optimization    
 
EFD 6 (100%) 7 (88%) 0 0 
ESD 6 (100%) 7 (88%) 0 0 
Efficiency    
 
EFD 3 (30%) 1 (25%) 0 0 
ESD 7 (70%) 3 (75%) 0 0 
       Memory    
 
EFD 0 1 (25%) 0 0 
ESD 1 (33%) 0 0 0 
           Inquiry  
 
 
 
EFD 3 (60%) 5 (83%) 0 0 
ESD 5 (100%) 5 (83%) 0 0 
Solution    
 
EFD 2 (33%) 3 (43%) 0 0 
ESD 6 (100%) 6 (86%) 0 0 
        Total    
 
EFD 24 (59%) 31 (67%) 0 0 
ESD 34 (83%) 31 (67%) 0 0 
 
As shown in Table 4.18, significantly larger proportions of male students than of female 
students were rated as having an EFD across the 7 clusters for 24 of the 41 items (59%) within 
the Academic Arena and 31 of the 46 items (67%) within the Self/Social Arena.   
Similarly, significantly larger proportions of male students than of female students were 
rated as having an ESD across the 7 clusters for 34 of the 41 items (83%) within the Academic 
Arena and 31 of the 46 items (67%) within the Self/Social Arena.   
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Table 4.19 shows the ranges of percentages of items within the Academic and Self/Social 
Arenas for each Cluster that rated by teachers as EFDs or ESDs for the male and female students. 
 
Table 4.19 
 
Summary of the ranges of percentages of items within the Academic and Self/Social Arenas for 
each Cluster that rated by teachers as EFDs or ESDs for the male and female students. 
 
 Academic Self/Social 
 Females Males Females Males 
 Ranges of Percentages 
Attention     
EFD 16-23% 
25-34% 
11-13% 19-22% 
ESD 2-4% 4-9% 1-2% 3-4% 
Engagement 
  
 
 
EFD 
11-20% 16-32% 
5-18% 
14-33% 
ESD 
1-3% 
4-7% 
1-4% 3-7% 
Optimization    
 
EFD 10-34% 21-45% 11-21% 20-33% 
ESD 1-7% 5-12% 1-3% 5-8% 
Efficiency    
 
EFD 17-35% 20-40% 15-36% 20-39% 
ESD 2-6% 4-12% 1-4% 3-11% 
       Memory 
 
   
EFD 20-27% 24-30% 11-18% 14-23% 
ESD 3-6% 7-9% 2% 3-5% 
           Inquiry  
 
 
 
EFD 23-34% 30-41% 17-31% 25-37% 
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ESD 3-7% 10-13% 2-4% 5-10% 
Solution 
 
   
EFD 26-38% 31-41% 21-30% 29-35% 
ESD 4-6% 9-13% 2-4% 6-9% 
        Total 
 
   
EFD 10-38% 16-45% 11-36% 12-39% 
ESD 1-7% 4-13% 1-4% 3-11% 
 
 As shown in Table 4.19, the ranges for the percentages of EFD ratings for male students 
always start higher, and almost always end much higher, than the ranges for female students.  
Additionally, the overlap in EFD rating percentage ranges is very minimal (0 – 4 percentage 
points) within both the Academic and Self/Social Arenas for a majority (64%) of the Clusters.  
Consistently minimal overlaps in ranges within both arenas were found for the Attention, 
Engagement, and Memory Clusters.  Somewhat larger overlaps were found within the Academic 
Arena of the Solution Cluster (7 percentage points) and within the Self/Social Arena of the 
Inquiry (6 percentage points).  Much larger overlaps were found within the Academic Arena for 
the Optimization Cluster (13 percentage points), and the Efficiency Cluster (15 percentage 
points), and within the Self/Social Arena for the Efficiency Cluster (16 percentage points). 
 
 
Self-Realization and Self-Determination Clusters 
Tables 4.20 show summaries of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
Self-Realization Delays, grouped by Children Ages 5-10 and Adolescents Ages 11-18.  
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Table 4.21 show summaries of the significant differences that were identified when 
comparing proportions of female and male students who were rated by teachers as exhibiting 
Self-Determination Delays, grouped by Children Ages 5-10 and Adolescents Ages 11-18. 
 
 
Table 4.20 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings indicating developmental delays for 
child and adolescent female and male students on the MEFS Self-Realization Cluster items. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dev. 
Delays 
Group Comparisons 
Children Ages 5-10  Adolescents Ages 11-18 
Males > Females Females > Males Males 
>Females 
Females >Males 
Number of Self-Realization Cluster Items 
11 Items 11 Items 11 Items 11 Items 
Number of Items Showing Significant Differences 
Delays 1 (9%) 0 0 0 
 
Table 4.21 
 
Summary of the significant differences in teacher ratings indicating developmental delays for 
child and adolescent female and male students on the Self-Determination Cluster items. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dev. 
Delays 
Group Comparisons 
Children Ages 5-10  Adolescents Ages 11-18 
Males > Females Females > Males Males 
>Females 
Females >Males 
Number of Self-Realization Cluster Items 
11 Items 11 Items 11 Items 11 Items 
Number of Items Showing Significant Differences 
Delays 2 (33%) 0 1 (17%) 0 
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The results of the item analyses summarized in Tables 4.20 and 4.21 are provided in 
Appendix B.  The data presented in Tables 4.20 and 4.21 show the numbers of Self-Realization 
and Self-Determination Cluster items within the Children Ages 5-10 and Adolescent Ages 11-18 
that demonstrated significantly greater percentages of male students rated as having an Self-
Realization and Self-Determination Delays than female students.  
Table 4.22 shows the items of the Self-Realization and Self-Determination Clusters and 
the percentages of female and male students that were rated as having a deficit or delay. 
 
Table 4.22 
Percentages of teacher ratings indicating developmental delays for child and adolescent female 
and male students on the MEFS Self-Realization and Self-Determination Cluster items. 
 
% of Group Rated as Exhibiting a Deficit 
 
Child Adolescent 
Self-Realization Female Male Female Male 
Item N = 300 N = 300 N = 200 N = 200 
Makes realistic comments about his or 
her own mental and emotional strengths 
and weaknesses. 13% 16% 7% 15% 
Makes realistic comments about his or 
her own physical abilities.  14% 15% 9% 12% 
Makes realistic comments about what he 
or she feels or thinks about self. 11% 15% 9% 14% 
Makes realistic comments about the 
mental and emotional strengths and 
22% 29% 17% 20% 
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weaknesses of others. 
Makes realistic comments about the 
physical abilities of others. 21% 24% 16% 18% 
Makes realistic comments about what he 
or she thinks other people feel or think 
about others. 13% 22%* 11% 18% 
Makes realistic comments about what he 
or she thinks others feel or think about 
him or her. 15% 22% 15% 22% 
Makes realistic comments about what he 
or she thinks other people feel or think 
about themselves. 23% 31% 17% 23% 
     
 Child Adolescent 
Self-Determination Female Male Female Male 
Item N = 300 N = 300 N = 200 N = 200 
States realistic goals for schooling 
based on personal interests. 12% 19%* 10% 15% 
States realistic goals for work beyond 
school based on personal interests. 16% 24%* 11% 16% 
Expresses strong desires to make his or 
her own decisions about what to do. 20% 24% 17% 18% 
States realistic plans for accomplishing 
long-term schooling goals. 29% 32% 10% 23%* 
States realistic plans for accomplishing 
long-term work goals. 31% 35% 16% 24% 
States realistic plans for accomplishing 
social and/or personal goals. 25% 30% 14% 22% 
An * denotes a significantly greater proportion of deficits for this group based on statistical an 
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As shown in Table 4.22, for all items, the proportion of males rated as having a deficit 
was always greater than the proportion of females.   
In the case of Self-Realization in Children Ages 5-10, the greater proportions for males 
were statistically significant for the item “Makes realistic comments about what he or she thinks 
other people feel or think about others.” No statistically significant differences were found within 
the Adolescent Ages 11-18 for the Self-Realization items.  
In the case of Self-Determination in Children Ages 5-10, the greater proportions for 
males were statistically significant for the items, “States realistic goals for schooling based on 
personal interest”, and “States realistic goals for work beyond school based on personal 
interests.” In the case of Adolescents Ages 11-18, the greater proportions for males were 
statistically significant for the Self-Determination item, “States realistic plans for accomplishing 
long-term schooling goals.” 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
This study compared the pattern of executive function deficits (EFDs) and executive skill 
deficits (ESDs) between males and females. Analyses examined teacher responses to all of the 
items of the 7 Self-Regulation Clusters and all of the items of the Self-Realization and Self-
Determination Clusters of the MEFS. 
Summary of Findings by EC Cluster 
Attention Cluster 
 
The items of the Attention Cluster represent the self-regulation capacities of Aware, 
Focus and Sustain.  For all 6 items of the Attention Cluster, more male students demonstrated 
deficits (function and skill) compared with female students, but not all of the differences were 
significant.  These findings were consistent within the Academic Arena as well as within the 
Self/Social Arena.  Significantly more males than females demonstrated EFDs (not knowing 
when) for the Attention Cluster self-regulation executive capacities (SREC) of Aware, Focus and 
Sustain within both Arenas.  In terms of ESDs (not knowing how), significantly more males than 
females were rated as having deficits for the SRECs of Focus and Sustain but not for the EC of 
Aware. 
These findings are consistent with the hypotheses that male students would be rated with 
more EFDs and ESDs than female students for the items of the Attention Cluster.  The results did 
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not support the hypothesis that the significant differences between male and female students 
would be proportionately greater for the items of the Academic Arena than for the items of the 
Self/Social Arena. 
 
 
Engagement Cluster 
 
The items of the Engagement Cluster represent the self-regulation capacities of Initiate, 
Effort, Inhibit, Stop, Pause, Flexible and Shift.  For all 22 of the Engagement Cluster items, more 
male students demonstrated deficits (function and skill) compared with female students but not 
all of the differences were significant.  These results were consistent within the Academic Arena 
as well as within the Self/Social Arena. 
Significantly more males than females demonstrated EFDs (not knowing when) for 7 of 
the 8 items within the Academic Arena and for 11 of the 14 items within the Self/Social Arena.  
Significantly more males than females demonstrated ESDs (not knowing how) for 7 of the 8 
items (88%) within the Academic Arena and for 8 of the 14 items (57%) within the Self/Social 
Arena.   
These findings are consistent with the hypotheses that male students would be rated with 
more EFDs and ESDs than female students for the items of the Engagement Cluster.  The results 
also support the hypothesis that the significant differences between male and female students 
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would be proportionately greater for the items of the Academic Arena than for the items of the 
Self/Social Arena (88% vs 79% for EFDs and 88% vs 57% for ESDs). 
 
Optimization Cluster  
The items of the Optimization Cluster represent the self-regulation capacities of Monitor, 
Modulate, Correct and Balance.  For all 14 items of the Optimization Cluster, more male 
students demonstrated deficits (function and skill) compared with female students, and these 
differences were statistically significant for all but two of the items of this cluster.   
These findings are consistent with the hypotheses that male students would be rated with 
more EFDs and ESDs than female students for the items of the Optimization Cluster.  The results 
also support the hypothesis that the significant differences between male and female students 
would be proportionately greater for the items of the Academic Arena than for the items of the 
Self/Social Arena (100% vs 88% for EFDs and 100% vs 88% for ESDs). 
 
Efficiency Cluster 
The items of the Efficiency Cluster represent the self-regulation capacities of Sense 
Time, Pace, Use Routines, and Sequence.  For all 14 items of the Efficiency Cluster, more male 
students demonstrated deficits (function and skill) compared with female students, but many of 
the EFD differences were not statistically significant (30% within the Academic Arena and 25% 
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within the Self/Social Arena), whereas many more of the ESD differences were statistically 
significant (70% in the Academic Arena and 75% within the Self/Social Arena).   
These findings are consistent with the hypotheses that male students would be rated with 
more EFDs and ESDs than female students for the items of the Efficiency Cluster.  The results 
for the EFD ratings also strongly support the hypothesis that any statistical differences between 
males and females would be proportionately fewer for the items of the Efficiency Cluster than 
for the items of the Attention, Engagement and Optimization Clusters. 
 The results for the ESD ratings, however, only marginally support the hypothesis that 
any statistical differences between males and females would be proportionately fewer for the 
items of the Efficiency Cluster than for the items of the Attention, Engagement and Optimization 
Clusters. 
The results of the EFD ratings support the hypothesis that the significant differences 
between male and female students would be proportionately greater for the items of the 
Academic Arena than for the items of the Self/Social Arena (30% vs 25%).  The results of the 
ESD ratings, however, did not support the hypothesis that the significant differences between 
male and female students would be proportionately greater for the items of the Academic Arena 
than for the items of the Self/Social Arena (70% vs 75%).   
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Memory Cluster 
The items of the Memory Cluster represent the self-regulation capacities of 
Hold/Manipulate and Store/Retrieve. For all of the 7 items of the Memory Cluster, more male 
students demonstrated deficits (function and skill) compared with female students, but these 
differences were statistically significant for EFD ratings for only one item, and for ESD ratings 
for only one item.   
Although these findings are consistent in pattern with the hypothesis that male students 
would be rated with more EFDs and ESDs than female students, statistical support for the 
hypothesis was absent in the case of 5 of the 7 Memory Cluster items.  The results, however, did 
support strongly the hypothesis that any statistical differences between males and females would 
be proportionately fewer for the items of the Memory Cluster than for the items of the Attention, 
Engagement and Optimization Clusters. 
The results of the EFD ratings did not support the hypothesis that the significant 
differences between male and female students would be proportionately greater for the items of 
the Academic Arena than for the items of the Self/Social Arena (0% vs 25%).  The results of the 
ESD ratings, however, did support the hypothesis that the significant differences between male 
and female students would be proportionately greater for the items of the Academic Arena than 
for the items of the Self/Social Arena (33% vs 0%).   
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Inquiry Cluster 
 The items of the Inquiry Cluster represent the self-regulation capacities of Gauge, 
Anticipate, Estimate Time, Analyze and Evaluate. For all 11 items of the Inquiry Cluster, more 
male students demonstrated deficits (function and skill) compared with female students, and 
most of these differences were statistically significant.  
 These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that male students would be rated with 
more EFDs and ESDs than female students for the items of the Inquiry Cluster.  Only the results 
for the EFD ratings within the Academic Arena support the hypothesis that any statistical 
differences between males and females would be proportionately fewer for the items of the 
Inquiry Cluster than for the items of the Attention, Engagement and Optimization Clusters. 
 The results for the ESD ratings, however, only marginally support the hypothesis that 
any statistical differences between males and females would be proportionately fewer for the 
items of the Inquiry Cluster than for the items of the Attention, Engagement and Optimization 
Clusters. 
The results of the EFD ratings do not support the hypothesis that the significant differences 
between male and female students would be proportionately greater for the items of the 
Academic Arena than for the items of the Self/Social Arena (60% vs 83%).  The results of the 
ESD ratings, however, marginally support the hypothesis that the significant differences between 
male and female students would be proportionately greater for the items of the Academic Arena 
than for the items of the Self/Social Arena (100% vs 83%).   
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Solution Cluster   
The items of the Solution Cluster represent the self-regulation capacities of Generate, 
Associate, Organize, Plan, Prioritize, and Decide. For all 12 items of the Solution Cluster, more 
male students demonstrated deficits (function and skill) compared with female students, but only 
some of these differences were statistically significant.  
 These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that male students would be rated with 
more EFDs and ESDs than female students for the items of the Solution Cluster.  Only the results 
for the EFD ratings within the Academic Arena support the hypothesis that any statistical 
differences between males and females would be proportionately fewer in number for the items 
of the Solution Cluster than for the items of the Attention, Engagement and Optimization 
Clusters.  The results for the ESD ratings, however, did not support the hypothesis that any 
statistical differences between males and females would be proportionately greater for the items 
of the Solution Cluster than for the items of the Attention, Engagement and Optimization 
Clusters. 
The results of the EFD ratings do not support the hypothesis that the significant 
differences between male and female students would be proportionately greater for the items of 
the Academic Arena than for the items of the Self/Social Arena (33% vs 43%).  The results of 
the ESD ratings, however, marginally support the hypothesis that the significant differences 
between male and female students would be proportionately greater for the items of the 
Academic Arena than for the items of the Self/Social Arena (100% vs 86%).   
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Self-Realization Cluster 
 
 The items of the Self-Realization Cluster represent the executive capacities of Awareness 
of Self, Awareness of Others, and Self-Analysis.  With regard to the capacities assessed within 
the Self-Realization Cluster, more male students demonstrated delays (rated as Never or Rarely 
exhibiting behaviors reflecting self-realization) compared with female students in both the Child 
and Adolescent groups.  Only 1 item, however, indicated a statistically significant difference 
between males and females within the child group (“Makes realistic comments about what he or 
she thinks other people feel or think about others”), and no significant differences were found 
between males and females in the adolescent group.   
Given the lack of statistically significant differences in the ratings of male and female 
students in the child group for all but one item, these findings are not consistent with the 
hypothesis that male students would be rated with more self-realization delays than female 
students for the child group.  Given the lack of statistically significant differences in the ratings 
of male and female students in the adolescent group for any items, these findings are consistent 
with the initial hypothesis that male students would not be rated with more self-realization delays 
than female students in the adolescent group. 
 
Self-Determination Cluster 
 The items of the Self-Determination Cluster represent the executive capacities of Goal 
Setting and Long-term Planning.  With regard to skills assessed within the Self-Determination 
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Cluster, more male students demonstrated delays compared with female students in both the 
Child and Adolescent groups. Only 2 items, however, indicated statistically significant 
differences between males and females within the Child group (“States realistic goals for 
schooling based on personal interests”; “States realistic goals for work beyond school based on 
personal interests”), and only 1 item indicated statistically significant differences between males 
and females within the Adolescent group (“States realistic plans for accomplishing long-term 
schooling goals”). 
Given the lack of statistically significant differences in the ratings of male and female 
students in the child group for all but 2 items, these findings are not consistent with the 
hypothesis that male students would be rated with more self-determination delays than female 
students for the child group.  Given the lack of statistically significant differences in the ratings 
of male and female students in the adolescent group for all but 1 item, these findings are mostly 
consistent with the initial hypothesis that male students would not be rated with more self-
realization delays than female students in the adolescent group. 
 
Summary of Findings 
Consistent with the first hypothesis, items within all 7 self-regulation clusters do indicate 
statistically significant differences in teacher ratings of male and female students, wherein male 
students were rated as exhibiting more executive function deficits and more executive skill 
deficits than female students.  Additionally, even for items where differences were not 
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statistically significant, larger percentages of male students were rated more frequently by 
teachers as having EFDs or ESDs than female students. 
The present study also found partial support for the hypothesis that proportionately more 
statistically significant differences between male and female deficit ratings would be found for 
the items of the Attention, Engagement and Optimization Clusters rather than for the Efficiency, 
Memory, Inquiry and Solution Cluster.  This lends support to the hypothesis that male EFD and 
ESD rating differences greater than female EFD and ESD rating differences would be found for 
the self-regulation capacities of the Attention, Engagement, and Optimization Clusters. 
Additionally, the present study found partial support for the hypothesis that 
proportionately more statistically significant differences between male and female deficit ratings 
would be found for the items within the Academic Arena than for items within the Self/Social 
Arena. 
As hypothesized, the greatest proportions of statistically significant differences in EFD 
ratings between male and female students were found for items within the Academic Arena on 
the Attention (100%), Engagement (88%) and Optimization (100%) Clusters.   Also, these 
proportions within the Academic Arena were greater than the proportions found within the 
Self/Social Arena on the Engagement (88% vs 79%) and Optimization (100% vs 88%) Clusters, 
but equal for the Attention (100% vs 100%) Cluster. 
Additionally, the hypothesis that proportionately more statistically significant differences 
in male-female EFD ratings would be found for items within the Academic Arena was supported 
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by findings for the Efficiency (30% vs 25%) Cluster, but not for the Memory (0% vs 25%), 
Inquiry (60% vs 83%) or Solution (33% vs 43%) Clusters. 
As hypothesized, the greatest proportions of statistically significant differences in ESD 
ratings between male and female students were found for items within the Academic Arena on 
the Engagement (88%) and Optimization (100%) Clusters, but not on the Attention Cluster 
(67%).   Also, these proportions within the Academic Arena were greater than the proportions 
found within the Self/Social Arena on the Engagement (88% vs 57%) and Optimization (100% 
vs 88%) Clusters, but equal for the Attention (67% vs 67%) Cluster. 
Additionally, the hypothesis that proportionately more statistically significant differences 
in male-female ESD ratings would be found for items within the Academic Arena was supported 
by findings for the Memory (33% vs 0%), Inquiry (100% vs 83%), and Solution (100% vs 86%) 
Cluster, but not for the Efficiency (70% vs 75%) Cluster. 
Overall, a majority of the items within both the Academic and Self/Social Arenas showed 
statistically significant differences in male-female EFD and ESD ratings. Statistically significant 
differences in male-female EFD ratings were found for 59% of the items within the Academic 
Arena and for 67% of the items in the Self/Social Arena.   
For ESD ratings within the Academic Arena, the proportion of all items showing 
statistically significant differences in male-female ESD ratings was even greater (83%) than for 
EFDs; within the Self/Social Arena, the proportion of ESDs (67%) was identical to the 
proportion of EFDs. 
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The results of this study did not provide support for the hypothesis that significant 
differences in the proportion would be found between males and females in teacher ratings of 
delays on the Self-Realization and Self-Determination Clusters for the child age group. 
The results of this study do provide support, in large part, for the hypothesis that no 
significant differences would be found between males and females in teacher ratings of delays on 
the Self-Realization and Self-Determination Clusters for the adolescent age groups 
Implications of the Findings 
 
Overall, results consistently indicated that larger percentages of male students were rated 
more frequently by teachers as having EFDs or ESDs than the percentages female students. 
However, the results also showed that some female students also are rated as having EFDs and/or 
ESDs. Points of discussion based on the results include how to instruct students, how to provide 
counseling for students, how EFDs and ESDs are measured, as well as the developmental 
trajectory of EFs. 
Executive functions are important in everyday life, but especially important within the 
academic setting. Executive functions are positively correlated with measures of student 
achievement across childhood and adolescence (Best, Miller, & Naglieri, 2001; Blair & Razza, 
2007; Sikora, Haley, Edwards, & Butler, 2002; Waber, Gerber, Turcios, Wagner, & Forbes, 
2006). Executive functions have become one of the more recent buzz words within school 
districts. Bringing awareness to the topic is very important; however, as mentioned in prior 
chapters, there are numerous definitions about what executive capacities, functions, and skills 
actually are. The Holarchical Model of Executive Control (HMEC) is the most in-depth 
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conceptual understanding of what is specifically encompassed by the term executive function. 
Educating teachers on this model will help to identify the difference between executive functions 
and executive skills. Understanding this topic is essential for identifying students who have 
deficits and for providing proper interventions to help remediate executive function and 
executive skill weaknesses. This study does not indicate that teachers perceive girls as having no 
difficulties with executive capacities. Rather, it indicates that teachers perceive fewer girls than 
boys as having deficits.   
Without the effective use of executive capacities, students can have much difficulty finding 
success in school and work environments. The role of executive control can affect personal 
relationships just as much as school and work performance. This lends support for the idea of 
increasing counselors’ and therapists’ awareness of the impact of executive function and 
executive skill deficits. Psychoeducation is an evidence-based therapeutic approach that helps 
students understand and cope with their difficulties. Educating students about executive 
capacities can help to increase self-awareness of and understanding of individual strengths and 
weaknesses, as well as increase student engagement in intervention efforts., 
In terms of measurement of EFs, the present study used only one standardized measure to 
examine the research questions on gender differences. The present study identified the idea that 
all of the items on the MEFs, not only the clusters, were found to follow the direction of more 
deficits for males than for females. Research on other measures of EFs found that not all 
measurement tools have gender norms. This study seems to suggest that it is an absolute 
necessity to provide separate norms for male and female students. If there were no gender norms, 
the assessment would not be sensitive to identifying deficits for female students. If ratings of a 
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male student result in a high score, he may have only a typical executive profile when compared 
only with other male students. Additionally, the present study did not support the hypothesis of 
gender differences in executive function and skill between the Self/Social and Academic Arenas. 
Although there may not be a difference depending on arenas, it may be true that because the 
MEFS is rated by teachers, that they really are not separated as much as they could be. In other 
words, the teachers might not be able to discriminate truly self/social behaviors, compared with 
academic behaviors, because they are in a primarily academic setting. It may be inaccurate to say 
there is no difference between the arenas; it may otherwise be a measurement issue because 
students are observed only in an academic setting by the teacher raters. 
Skolnik (2016) examined the same data set as did this present study and found that executive 
functions differ significantly among different age groups of students. However, he did not look at 
the differences in gender and age in executive function development. McCloskey et al. (2009) 
noted that self-regulation executive functions develop as early as the first years of life and 
continue development well into adulthood and possibly over the person’s entire lifetime. 
Research on the developmental trajectory of executive functions lacks differentiation between 
genders. The present study identifies differences in gender but does not give enough information 
to generalize these findings to adults. Thus, it is possible that gender differences continue 
through adulthood. It is also possible that differences between males and females would 
disappear after the frontal lobes are more fully developed. 
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Limitations 
 
There are several limitations to this study that are likely to affect the validity of the 
results and limit the generalizability of the findings. The limitations include confounding teacher 
variables, demographic characteristics including student gender, and that only one standardized 
measure was used to examine the research questions. These limitations may have affected the 
findings and influenced the conclusion of whether or not male students have more executive 
function or skill deficits when compared with female students. 
Confounding Teacher Variables. Factors, such as teacher’s age, years of teaching 
experience, and years of training and development that may influenced teachers’ judgments were 
not explored in this present study. Thus, the validity of the teachers’ ratings is limited due to the 
variability in the unaccounted characteristics of each teacher. Further, an unconscious 
psychological phenomena, such as unintentionally judging with severity or leniency (Linacre, 
1989), may influence the consistency and accuracy of teachers’ ratings of students’ use of EFs. 
Additionally, research provides evidence that raters potentially rate their students 
according to characteristics not intended by the questions, but rather, by outside qualities. As 
such, the result might be a halo effect (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977) due to teacher bias, including 
varying teacher interpretations of the scale’s items and varied perceptions of the students whom 
they rated. Teachers may rate more positively those students for whom they have a preference; 
however, they may not rate in the same favorable manner those who do not have the same 
preferential relationship with the teacher. This phenomenon could have led to very positive EF 
ratings for the female students, even though they actually may struggle with the effective use of 
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some EFs.  Conversely, male students may be rated as having deficits in all areas of EF because 
of a negative relationship with the teacher who is doing the rating.  
Demographic Characteristics. Student ethnicity may also affect the outcome of this 
study. The ability to generalize these findings to ethnic minority groups will be limited due to the 
small numbers of ethnically diverse students in the female and male samples used in this study. 
Gender. Additionally, gender could have influenced results. Males and females often 
display different executive function profiles. These gender differences could have led teachers to 
rate males as having lower EF abilities and skills than females. Although data regarding 
demographic characteristics of the students in the sample, such as ethnic group membership and 
gender, was obtained and reported, the potential influence of these demographic variables was 
not accounted for as a part of this study.  
Assessment of EF.  Only one standardized measure was utilized to examine the research 
questions (MEFS). Although gender differences were discussed in the literature review of the 
other assessments, gender differences obtained with other measures of executive capacities was 
not examined as part of this study. 
Developmental Trajectory of EF. The scale used to measure EFDs and ESDs looked 
only at the ages for children and adolescent students. This study used the scale to look at 
differences in males and females and the answer seems to be clear that there are differences in 
these age ranges. Beyond that, it is not known if the trajectory of EFD and ESD changes for 
males versus females, if it levels off for females, and whether or not males catch up at a certain 
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age. The patterns and strengths in executive capacities may change as the frontal lobe fully 
develops in the late twenties.  
Future Direction 
 Although the present study found significant gender differences in most areas of 
executive function and executive skill, the researcher does not if  know if those gender 
differences would continue into adulthood. Future research could examine gender differences in 
executive capacities in the adult population.  
Because of the emphasis on academic performance in the classroom, teachers’ judgments 
about students’ use of executive capacities when performing academic tasks may bias greatly 
their judgments about students’ use of executive capacities to manage their personal and social 
functioning.  In order to clarify further whether or not there really are differences in the 
proportion of EFD and ESD ratings of males and females within the Self/Social Arenas, it may 
be helpful to compare ratings from different raters. For example, observers outside of the school 
environment could rate the child or adolescent on items within the Self/Social Arena (i.e., self-
rated or parent-rated) and these ratings could be compared with teacher ratings of the child or 
adolescent on items within the Self/Social Arena and contrasted with teacher ratings of the child 
or adolescent on items within the Academic Arena.  
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